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Serving a Growing University Since 1920 
Tuesday, February 27, 1968 Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio Volume 52, No. 66 
Fire Takes $125,000 Toll; 3 Hospitalized 
(Photo by Greg VarUy) 
Delt House Gutted 
By JIM MARINO 
Asst. Editorial Editor 
Three persons remained hos- 
pitalized today, a result of an 
early morning fire Sunday at the 
Delta Tau Delta fraternity house 
here. 
Damage reports to the structure 
•and personal property were esti- 
mated  at $125,000 by F. Eugene 
Beatty, University director of 
buildings and facilities. 
The fire broke out prior to 
4:30 a.m., house members say, 
and quickly engulfed the first floor 
Fire Check 
Misses Delts 
0 If only they had been around 
a little sooner. . . 
Police started fire inspecting all 
buildings and houses last Mon- 
day, according to police Chief 
Spencer Calcamujglo. 
"We Inspect all  the buildings 
twice a year,"   said  Chief Cal- 
camugglo. "One of our men started 
•last Monday but had only inspected 
one fraternity and sorority house." 
"We had not been at the Delta 
House." 
The chief said they will con- 
tinue inspection for another two 
or three weeks. "We check the 
_flre alarms and fire extinguishers 
and look for possible fire haz- 
ards," he said. 
lounge In flames which spread rap- 
Idly throughout the rest of the 
lower floor. 
Smelling smoke, Andrew Det- 
llng, senior in the College of Bus- 
iness Administration, and Reese 
Armstrong, sophomore In the Col- 
lege of Liberal Arts, began pound- 
ing franticly on the bedroom doors 
of their fraternity brothers. 
Attempts to sound the fire a- 
larm proved futile, Detling later 
explained. "I pulled the handle. 
It   Just didn't go off,"   he  said. 
Detling and Earl Pranke, also 
a fraternity member, later said 
the floor fire extinguishers were 
also Inoperative, and told this to 
the Dean of Men. 
Twenty-two fraternity men and 
the two house Independents, es- 
caped quickly from the second 
floor. 
Strangely, however, dense 
smoke and flames skipped this 
floor and traveled presumably 
through the ventilating systems to 
the third floor, surmised Campus 
Security Asst. Chief Allan J. Gal- 
bralth. 
About 50 people were now 
screaming loudly to fraternity men 
not yet aroused on the third floor. 
Chairs from the house cafeteria 
and those of the neighboring Theta 
Chi house where members also 
smelled smoke were thrown up to 
men on the first floor sun deck 
In efforts to smash windows. This 
allowed men trapped in their rooms 
a   chance to  escape  the smoke. 
At this moment, a Campus Sec- 
urity car arrived  at  the House. 
It was about 4:32 a.m. 
The city fire department states 
it received the emergency call 
from the campus security depart- 
ment at 4:40 a.m., and responded 
with two pumper trucks and an 
aerial ladder truck some minutes 
later. 
Residents of the third floor re- 
portedly had the roughest time 
escaping the building due to thick 
smoke which It was impossible to 
see through. 
Two students, Roger Benecke, 
sophomore In the College of Edu- 
cation, and Thomas Heusser, soph- 
omore In the College of Liberal 
Arts, were forced to Jump to 
safety from a third floor house 
window when they realized they 
couldn't  get  through  the smoke. 
A crowd which gathered below 
tried to catch the men as they 
Jumped. Heusser's fall was bro- 
ken, but he sustained a broken 
wrist. Benecke slipped and fell 
awkwardly to the ground before 
the crowd could get to him. He 
suffered a cut left eye, and a bad- 
ly sprained right ankle. Both re- 
mained in the University Health 
Center on Monday. 
Michael Kuhlln, former Delta 
Tau Delta president, is also in 
"good" condition at the Univer- 
sity Health Center with burns over 
much of his face. 
"It's doubtful that the building 
can be restored this semester," 
director Beatty commented. 
More than 100 maintenance men 
worked 14 hours Sunday In prelim- 
inary clean-ups at both the Delta 
Tau Delta house and the Sigma Nu 
house, next door. 
Nightmare Relived 
(Ed.'s Note: This is an eyewitness account of what happened in 
the Delta Tau Delta house fire. John Graff is one of the 22 students 
who   were   in   the  house.     He lived on the third floor 
By JOHN GRAFF 
Staff Writer 
It was 4:50 a.m. Sunday when the alarm finally woke me up. My 
roommate was mad because he thought someone had set off a smoke 
bomb In the hall. He got up, opened the windows and went back to 
bed. 
I opened my door and stepped out into the hall. Suddenly a blast 
of heat hit me In the face. It was then that I realized the house was 
on fire. 
I ran back into my room and got my roommate out of bed and told 
him we had to get out of the house. By this time the smoke was so 
thick in mv room I could hardly breathe. 
All I could hear was the alarm ringing and people shouting and 
took off down the main stairs.  I wasn't far behind him. 
I held onto the railing as I went down the stairs. I had to — the 
smoke was so thick I couldn't see. When I got down to the bottom of 
the stairs I saw the door was open and I ran to It to get out as fast 
as I could. 
Mike Kuhlln, another fraternity member, came out, right after I 
did but he wasn't as lucky as I was. When he ran past the bulletin 
board by the door It burst Into flames. His hair caught on fire and 
his face was burned. 
When he got outside he hopped on an automobile parked in the 
parking lot and slapped at his head to put out his burning hair. 
The whole affair was a nightmare. Some Delts and Phi Delts 
were on the sun deck yelling for everybody to get out. I ran around 
to the front of the house Just in time to see two other fraternity 
members, Roger Benecke and Tom Huesser, Jump out a third story 
window. Terry Kalka, another brother, caught one of them, and 
was Injured himself as a result 
Later on I reached In my pants pocket to see what I had brought 
with me. My left pocket was empty and I found a nickel In my right 
pocket.     That was  all  I  had but I consider myself lucky to be alive. 
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Helping Hands 
The men of Delta Tan Delia continue to dig out their belong- 
ings from tlie rubble of what once was a fraternity house, but 
tney CM take heart in at least one thing -- the help they're re- 
ceiving. 
I niversity maintenance men have worked around the clock from 
the very settling of the smoke over the Delt house in an effort 
to make the building inhabitable again by mid-April. 
Housing officers responded immediately in assigning the shel- 
terless with beds in student dormitories. 
Dry-cleaning establishments have offered their services to take 
the smoke-laden odor from the clothes of those whose rooms were 
seriouslv affected bv the fire. 
Custodial services supplied the men with needed blankets and 
linen. 
Campus Security even played a major role in crowd control, 
and supervised to make sure looting did not occur. 
Other I niversity organizations are making their sincerity 
known, also. 
Food Services is presently feeding the inconvenienced men 
free of charge in the Commons Dining Hall. 
Financial aid is being considered on a temporary basis for 
those men who lost their cash and checkbooks in the fire, or 
who do not presently have the funds to get replacement class, 
materials. 
Word from the Dean of Men's office, also, is that excuses for 
missing classes due to the fire will be considered for all those 
men who don't have proper clothing or text materials to classify 
them as properly equipped students. 
Other fraternities and sororities have offered the Delts their 
houses to continue their Creek activities, such as rush and the 
like. 
Isn't it a shame that a crisis has to occur to promote such co- 
operation? 
Falcons Back On Top 
A conference season ends, but perhaps more importantly a 
state of being has come to a close. 
Since early December vague thoughts of a league championship 
have floated through the minds of Bowling Green fans, but only 
Saturday did it become reality. 
Beating Ohio U. was just one of a long line of satisfying vic- 
tories brought home by a young coach and a dedicated team, but 
really can't be singled out as the most rewarding of the ten MAC 
wins. They were all big, all rewarding. 
So now the crown is back and that feeling of champions has 
returned. The Falcons are on top—where they belong. 
The Newt welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be 
typewritten and signed by the author and carry his typewritten 
name,  address and phone number. 
As many letters as possible will be published within the limits 
of space, good taste and laws of libel. The News reserves the 
right to edit letters more than 300 words in   length. 
The B-G News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular 
school year, except holiday periods, and once a week during summer 
sessions, under authority of the Publication* Committee of Bowling 
Green State University. 
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other columns 
In the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University 
Administration, faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions express- 
ed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G 
News. Editorials in the News reflect the opinions of the maioritv of 
members of the B-G News Editorial Board. 
The B-G News 
Serving A Growing University Since J930 
Roger Holliday,  Editor 
Rosemary Kovocs, Managing Editor 
Mike- Kuhlin, Editorial Editor 
Gary C. Root, Issue Editor 
Two recent announcements by 
the University reveal the lack of 
power Student Council has In Im- 
plementing basic student concerns. 
The announced policies Involved 
an Increase In room and board 
fees and the restriction of moving 
off campus between quarters. 
These plans came as a complete 
surprise to most students, Includ- 
ing Student Council members. Why 
wasn't Student Council notified 
beforehand. To go further, why 
didn't student Council take part In 
formulating these new policies? 
Theoretically, student Council Is 
supposed to represent student op- 
inion and Interests. This can only 
be achieved when It takes a stand 
on University Issues. 
The first act at last Thursday's 
Council meeting should have been 
a call to Investigate the fee In- 
crease and the dorm policy. In- 
stead, no one mentioned them in 
the two and a half hour meeting. 
Over ninety per cent of the meet- 
ing was spent on Council's perpet- 
ual fetish of revamping It's struc- 
ture Yet, the campus leaders 
neve.- thought to question the new 
po'icles which will effect all stu- 
dents  economically and socially. 
It seems that Council will re- 
main a plaything until It at least 
gains two Important powers. First 
It must have access to the Univer- 
sity's   financial   records.     With 
Council's Power 
this, an interest In fiscal poli- 
cies will evolve. As it is now, 
Student Council has neither the in- 
formation nor the will to obtain 
It. At an open hearing President 
Helwlg was questioned about the 
financing of the dorms. He re- 
sponded that this information could 
be obtained In the administration 
building. 
Unfortunately, Rick did not know 
but worse, he had no desire for 
Student Council to keep a record 
of this kind. There is no intent 
to single out Just one individual, 
because all of us have the same 
attitude Instilled in our minds; 
the Administration Is the Univer- 
sity, and they know best. 
Dean Whlttaker once said, "We 
should develop a sense of loyalty 
and understanding." Who Is this 
loyalty to, the Administration, the 
students, or the University? 
Hopefully, it's the University, 
where the student's Interests form 
an Integral part. "There Is no- 
thing seditious or degrading in 
speaking out for student interest 
when it has been ignored In Uni- 
versity policies. The student body 
will have to break with its passive 
acceptance to an active participa- 
tion in the University community. 
The other power Student Council 
has to acquire, is a way of giv- 
ing some meaning to Its leglslap 
tlon. Once council passes a bill, 
the Faculty Senate and the Ad- 
ministration should be given a set 
period of time to act on it. Most 
of the Important bills passed no 
one ever sees again. 
A prime example of adminis- 
trative procrastination is the fatft 
of the resolution for moving off 
campus. Passed by council in 
October, It would have allowed 
anyone under twenty-one to move 
off campus with parental permiss- 
ion, into housing of the student's 
choice. So far, only its dim 
memory remains as a tribute to 
student Interests. No action hai* 
been taken on It, nor is there 
any pressure to put it Into prac- 
tice. 
Until Student Council is given a 
real means for Implementing its 
bills, students will remain the si- 
lent recipients of University pro- 
grams. We will continue to bc» 
taxed, academically programmed, 
told where to live and when to 
move, all without representation. 
Student strikes, and equally impor- 
tant, student disinterest are the 
outgrowth of frustration and alien- 
ation in the university. They will 
exist as long as administrations^ 
stifle and Ignore student respon- 
sibilities. 
I    Letters From Our Readers 
A Welcome To 
Ft. Lauderdale 
g 
S 
Ron Boose, Business Manager 
Tom Hennings, Advertising Manager 
Terry Roth,  Feature Editor,  Tom Hine, Sports Editor; 
Tim Culek, Photo Editor; Bill Donahue, Circulation Monager; 
Telephone. 353.8411. Ext. 3344 
I would like to take this oppor- 
tunity to welcome you our City 
and sincerely hope that your stay 
will be a pleasant and memorable 
experience. 
In order that neither you nor the 
City incur any unpleasantness, the 
following suggestions and policies 
have been Instituted and will be 
adhered to unequivocally. 
1. Do not come to Fort Laud- 
erdale unless you definitely have 
a confirmed housing reservation. 
Our policies and ordinances pro- 
hibit sleeping in cars and/or sleep- 
in the open. Campers or trailers 
are not peimltted to park on the 
beach. If this type vehicle is 
to be used as living quarters it 
must be parked in a trailer park 
specifically licensed for this pur- 
pose. 
2. All the laws that govern the 
conduct of the individual will be 
enforced. A person must be 21 
years of age In order to pur- 
chase or consume alcohol. Per- 
sons guilty of intoxication, (it 
should be noted that drinking in the 
open is not permitted) narcotics, 
use of false identification, creat- 
ing unnecessary noise or any other 
form of dlsorderlyconduct and any 
other unlawful act will be arrested 
and prosecuted, violations of the 
traffic code will result In appre- 
hension and prosecution of the of- 
fender. 
3. Parents and school officials 
of any and all students arrested 
during this period will be offic- 
ially notified. 
Students should be aware of 
the fact that persons who are ar- 
rested and convicted on any charge 
will have established a permanent, 
and sometimes criminal, record 
against themselves which could 
have a detrimental Influence later 
In life. 
It is the feeling of the City 
Commission, this office and all of 
the City departments Involved, that 
If your conduct while in Fort 
Lauderdale follows your personal 
guidelines while on campus, that 
your vacation will indeed be a plea- 
sant and memorable experience, 
ail. Bubter, 
City Mtofe 
Generosity Needed Now 
The  fire which swept through the Delta Tau Delta house left many 
of the  brothers with only the clothes they had managed to wear out 
of   the   house.      Some few other articles were salvaged, but, at the1* 
present, clothing is the major need. 
Few clothes were actually burned, but all suffered heavily from 
smoke damage. Even those living In the adjoining houses of Sigma 
Nu, Theta Chi, and Sigma Chi had their clothing permeated with the 
stench and soot of smoke. 
In the past,   the merchants of Bowling Green have been generous 
with   contributions   toward   charity.     Now,   during Charities  Week, 
a  great   campus  need has arisen.    This then is a plea to the owner's B 
of  men's shops In Bowling Green.    Is It possible that you could offer 
discounts and/or extend credit to those affected by the fire? 
Up until this time you have always risen to the occasion whenever 
charity was Involved.  Now your generosity is again needed. 
Jim Lane and Marc Durlca 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Wants A Presidential Room • 
If some organization on campus Is looking for a worthwhile service 
project, may I be SD bold as to suggest the following: A Presidential 
Room In which would hang the portraits of Bowling Green's former 
presidents. 
At the  moment these portraits already exist,  but that's about it. 
They   hang  outside   of University Hall's theater in a dimly lighted 
alcove.   These portraits are in need of cleaning, refraining, and in someii 
cases  the name  plates  are badly tarnished or are simply missing. 
I feel more respect should be awarded these artworks of Bowling 
Green's former presidents. The art building seems like the logical 
place to house these portraits. Although any building offering ade- 
quate facilities where they could be viewed properly with adequate 
lighting and protection from those who would mar them In any way 
would be most adequate. ** 
If you  are in a position to suggest  such a service project; bring« 
It up at the next meeting and see what happens. • 
BUI Steven 
Krelscher-C - Rm. 201 
Profs, Register Draft Disapproval 
I  am   appalled at the  refusal of Faculty Senate to take an immed- 
iate measure to register disapproval of the recent policy of the gov-i, 
ernment with regard to deferment of graduate students. 
Dr. Rahdert and cohorts proved themselves able admlnlatrators 
but second-rate educators when Faculty Senate chose, 'to take the 
matter under advisement.' (BG News, Wed. Feb. 21) 
If there Is one thing I learned in my four years at Bowling Green 
It was the necessity of advanced education, both for the individual 
In particular and for society In general. I am not surprised to find 
that General Hershey never learned the same, but the thought of a 
body of learned educators taking no Immediate and direct action** 
in protest of Hershey's policy, sickens me! 
With the belief that I am not alone in my emphasis on the impor- 
tance of higher education, and that the outcome of Tuesday's Senate 
meeting was the product of a small minority, I call on all professors 
and students to refrain from attending class for one full week begin- 
ning March 4th with the hope that some segment of our society, how- 
ever small, will awake and petition our country's leaders to come tort 
their senses.. 
.'.V.V 
?/M v&/# John E. McCormick . ,•. •,  tt Grad. De'pt.' of Economics V.'" •' ' 
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I Gloomy Aftermath Follows Frat Fire ! 
ON A LONELY WALK -- down the shambles of a hallway in the 
Delta Tau Delta fraternity house to his smoke-damaged room is 
member  Robert Kennedy. 
By JUDI WRIGHT 
Issue Editor 
They came all day, alone and In 
groups, and stood In the sunshine 
looking at the gutted building, the 
charred Delta Tau Delta house. 
Quietly, they watched those who 
had been cleaning up the rubble 
for hours come out of the house 
with box after box of ruined 
clothes. 
A question would break the si- 
lence. "How did It happen?" 
"A cigarette, I guess." "What 
are they going to do for books 
and clothes?" "I don't know, 
but If I were them I'd Just get 
out of here and go home for a 
couple of months." 
Rumors and bits of Information 
spread through the crowd: some- 
one had broken a leg jumping out 
a window; everything downstairs, 
Including $5,000 worth of new fur- 
niture, lost; coins had melted from 
the heat on the third floor. 
A boy came out of the frater- 
nity house next door and walked 
over to a group of friends, shak- 
ing his head. "It's gonna cost 
fifty bucks to get all my clothes 
cleaned," he moaned. Then he 
looked up at the sooty windows 
of the Delt house. "But at least 
I've got some clothes . . ." 
"This will really finish them 
for rush," said a boy wearing a 
rival fraternity pin. There was 
no smugness In his voice. 
A student explained to a group 
of girls why there were no more 
windows. "We had to break the 
windows and pull them out; It was 
the only way. They were all 
asleep over there, but a bunch of 
us were sitting In the kitchen of 
the (Theta Chi) house playing 
cards. 
We smelled smoke and thought 
It was Just some garbage or some- 
thing burning. But we went out- 
side to look.   The Phi Delts were 
(Photos by Tim Culek). 
NOT A PRETTY SIGHT! - The remains of the 
Delta Tau Delta house after Sunday morning's 
fire. More than $100,000 damage was done to the 
structure, which now must be completely redec- 
orated. $25,000 was the estimated loss in the 
personal property of the house residents. 
THE CURIOUS GAZE - at the remains of Delta Tau Delta. This 
house was swept by fire and smoke Sunday in a bloze that initi- 
ally caused injury to 22 persons, and ran property damage costs 
to $125,000. 
breaking in the front window while 
we were breaking In the back." 
"Did you see the front of the 
house?" The girls shook their 
heads. "It's even worse." He 
led them around the building like 
the leader of a guided tour. 
A Venetian blind hung crazlly 
from an upstairs window, sus- 
pended by a thread. In front of 
the house sat a coal black arm- 
chair, still smouldering, the last 
few wisps of smoke curling Into 
the air. 
From a window on fraternity row 
blared a popular record, Incongru- 
ous with the somber mood below. 
"I wish they'd shut that thlngoff," 
someone said.     No one argued. 
"I hope the maids are almost 
done cleaning up the rooms," said 
a boy shivering in a sweatshirt 
and Jeans. He had wrapped him- 
self In  a sheet  and  ran out as 
smoke started to seep into the 
Theta Chi house. 
The questions went on. "Did 
you take anything with you?" "No, 
he said, then—"Oh year — my 
roommate asked me to go back 
and get his alarm clock." He 
grinned sheepishly. "Funny what 
you  think of to  take with you." 
Another student, hearing the 
alarm In the Delt house, got on' 
of bed and grabbed his slacks and 
Jacket. "I looked around for 
something to save," he said. What 
did he take?  "A pencil." 
A boy who had been standing by 
quietly, taking It all in, turned to 
go. Coming towards the ruined 
building was yet another group of 
curious people, still dressed it. 
their Sunday best. "It's a rea. 
crowd pleaser," he remarked, 
starting home. "A real crowd 
pleaser." 
Displaced Delts 
£ are pres 
j 1 John Nardl Jim Paces 
!••; Paul Shelley 
$ Dick Smith 
g Jack Lenz 
•:• Dennis Ruhe 
H Jim Flnnlcum 
8 Brad Rodgers 
S Tom Schroder 
if. Mark Warnke 
•j. Frank Stoops 
;!• Pete Cowle 
9 John Prince 
£ Dick Thomas $ Paul Defenbaugh 
'.•'. Greg Kelley 
X Gary Machovlnaa 
... Reese Armstrong 
s Jack Wilson 
;.;• Frank simcic 
:•: Bob Drozda 
Bruce Gilleylen 
| Rick Shupack 
•V Jim Marino jB Andrew Detling 
B 'Scott Loomls 8j BUI Fox 
!•!• ' ' Bob Kennedy 
•••' Rick Bond 
B Doug Dully 8 Barry Vahaly 
■*•) Dave Blount 
£ Larry Fester 
8 Dale Dorlnskl 
H Larry Wooten 
!;•; John Nichols 3 Bill Greathouse 
•X Tom Bryan 
BS Gilbert Kostyn SJ Dave Cox 
8 Phil Hollls 
93 Ron Hamblln ■eg John Ollila 
X* John Graff 
jH Ted Gargasz ■S Earl Pranke 
:•:■ Jim Haklik 
•y. Ken Krueger 
i$ Bill Reddersen 3 Ron Bartels 
•j.j Larry Nighswande B Denis Pfeiffer 
(Editor's note: The following Is 
a list of where the men formerly 
living In the Delta Tau Delta house 
1082 Varsity Square 
55 Rodgers 
130 Troupe St. 
238 Varsity Square 
S. Enterprise  Apt. K 
33 South Summit 
33 South Summit 
Wlnthrop Terrace, Apt. K 
167 Rodgers 
57 Rodgers 
130 Troupe 
207 Conklln 
119 Conklln 
433 Conklln 
332 Conklln 
216 Conklln 
77 Greenvlew 
165 Rodgers 
77 Greenvlew 
102 Rodgers 
166 Rodgers 
216 Conklln 
33 S. Summit 
312 ATO House 
343 Kreischer C 
343 Kreischer C 
77 Greenvlew 
S. Enterprise.  Apt. K 
406 First St.. Flndlay 
328 Palmer, Apt. 23 
328 Palmer, Apt. 23 
78 Greenvlew 
164 Rodgers 
411 Rodgers 
158 Rodgers 
151 Rodgers 
214 Krlescher C 
214 Krlescher C 
109 Conklln 
332 Conklln 
327 Conklln 
Wlnthrop Terrace, Apt.  33 
434 Conklln 
221 Conklln 
277 Rodgers 
433 Conklln 
226 Conklln 
168 Rodgers 
Varsity Square 
126 1/2 Ada   , 
130 Troupe St. 
150 Rodgers 
I 
•:•: 
Crowd fiittstic' 
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'Righteous Brothers' Unwind 
SOUL SOUND ■■ Baiting out the soul sound of the Righteous 
Brothers or* Jimmy Walker and Bobby Hatfield. (Photo by Larry 
Nighswander) 
Righteous Sound 
Is 'White Soul' 
By LEE STEVENSON 
Asst. Issue Editor 
"That's righteous, brother." 
This comment made by an excited 
fan In a night club audience In 
1963, was the beginning tor Bob- 
by Hatfield and BUI Medley as the 
Righteous Brothers. 
Since that time they have re- 
corded several big hits and 
achieved national popularity. 
Before a delighted but uncom- 
fortable capacity crowd seated on 
the floor of the Grand Ballroom 
In the University Union Saturday 
night, 'heRlghteousBrothers 
proved their success Is warranted. 
Bobby Hatfield Introduced his 
new partner, Jimmy Walker, 
who replaced Bill Medley about 
three weeks ago when he decided 
to try a career of his own. 
Walker, who had known Hatfield 
for some time, apparently had no 
trouble working Into the act The 
performance was excellent. He 
does a surprisingly good Imita- 
tion of Bill Medley's style on 
the older hits and has a smooth 
style of his own. 
"It would have been Impossible 
to work together In this short 
period of time  If Jimmy hadn't 
Commuter Reps 
Go Before Voters 
The election for the commuter 
representatives to Student Council 
will be held at the Commuter 
Center, 8a.ni. to 5 p.m. Thursday. 
Students are required to present 
their I.D. cards to vote. 
A panel discussion will be held 
at the Commuter Center, 4 p.m. 
today to acquaint the students with 
the candidates. 
The candidates up for election 
are, for in-town representatives: 
Gary E. Carr, Kenneth A. Rohrs, 
Terry L. Tressler, and Ashley 
C. Brown; tor out-of-town repre- 
sentatives: Frederick M. George, 
Cathy R. Rhubrlght, and Carol 
F. Roper. 
Due to the different problems 
arising between the commuters, 
two categories of representatives, 
in- town and out-of-town, have been 
set up. Students will elect two 
representatives from each cat- 
egory. 
This election will bring the com- 
muter representation In Student 
Council to a total of six represen- 
tatives Including the present two 
representatives. 
Absentee ballots will be avail- 
able. Students may pick these up 
at  the Commuter  Center, 8 am. 
to   5   pm.   and  6 pm.   to  8 pm. 
j tomorrow. 
t 
been famtllar with the music," 
Hatfield said. 
The Righteous Brothers' 
music has often been described as 
a white man's version of Negro 
soul music. "I  guess I Just 
grew Into It," Hatfield said, when 
asked how the "white soul" got 
started. 
Hatfield described the recent 
tour with the Beatles as being one 
>f the high points of the Right- 
eous Brothers' career. "They're 
great," he said, trying to express 
his Impression of the famed four- 
some. 
When asked about trends In his 
music, Hatfield said, "I feel It 
has tamed down ever since'Luvln' 
Feeling.' In the beginning we did 
more hard rock." 
The performance, backed up by 
an eight-piece band, Included their 
past hits, "You've Lost That Luvln' 
Feeling," "Ebb Tide" and "Un- 
chained Melody," plus their Inter- 
pretation of some of the current 
hits and a medley of Beatle tunes. 
When asked who he looked up 
to In the field of music, Hat- 
field cited Ray Charles as one of 
the entertainers he respects most. 
As for the future, "we are 
both Interested In acting," he said. 
"At the present time we have 11 
offers for recording contracts." 
Also appearing with the Right- 
eous Brothers were singer Glen 
Campbell and comedian Frank 
Welker. 
Campbell performed his recent 
recording, Including "By the Time 
I Get to Phoenix" and announced 
that he will be hosting the summer 
replacement for the Smothers 
Brothers Show. 
Frank Welker centered his sec- 
tion of the program around his 
celebrity and animal  Imitations. 
From Bowling Green the Right- 
eous Brothers went to Detroit. 
They  are booked through July 1. 
| Art Yoi Flmiif | 
| To Drop A Class?  | 
p Do It ly Moiday   | 
Students wishing to drop classes 
must do so on or before March 
4. First semester transfer stud- 
ents and first semester freshmen 
must drop classes on or before 
March 25. 
Students wishing to drop a class 
must first see their advisor to 
obtain a drop-add slip with the 
advisor's signature. The student 
must then take the slip to the 
payments window In the Adminis- 
tration Building where he Is re- 
quired to pay a $3.00 fee and have 
the drop-add slip available to be 
stamped. 
By LINDA HERBKERSMAN 
Newsline Editor 
Most of the sell-out crowd had 
left the Union.   A few still wait- 
ed outside the Wayne Room. 
Inside, the Righteous Brothers, 
trying to unwind after their per- 
formance, were answering quest- 
tlons for a few reporters. 
The voices, dynamic on stage, 
were subdued, but enthusiastic. 
Bobby Hatfield, 27, "the tallest 
Righteous Brother—finally," 
leaned back In the chair, his hands 
behind his sandy blond hair, and 
stretched his long legs out in front 
of him. 
"The crowd was fantastic! I 
mean it. It was really great! 
We didn't expect.. .1 don't know what 
we DID expect. But It was Just 
greatl" 
Jimmy Walker, 26, nodded si- 
lent agreement, wiping his long 
dark hair from his forehead. 
"You really sound like the other 
one," he was told. 
He   cracked   a   sudden   smile, 
"The 'other one'?   Boy, how 
quickly one Is forgotten." 
Six years ago, the 'other one' 
Bill Medley and Bobby Hatfield 
formed the original K lg lit eou s 
Brothers, dedicated to the "sound 
of the soul." This combined Med- 
ley's unusual bass voice with Hat- 
field singing falsetto background. 
Recently Medley decided to try 
it on his own. 
"But we're still good friends," 
Hatfield commented. "I saw Billy 
Just the other day. I don't know 
If he'll make It on his own. You 
need the breaks. So much de- 
pends..." He shrugged, "I Just 
don't know." 
Glen Campbell, a folk-ballad 
singer accompanying the Brothers 
on tour, sauntered In, apologized 
for his Inform il slacks and tee- 
shirt and sat down. 
Hatfield turned back to his pres- 
sent "brother" and answered the 
reporter,"No, he's not one of the 
Walker Brothers. Not THE Walk- 
er Brothers anyway." 
They both wore unusual orna- 
ments on chains around their necks 
and were asked the significance. 
Hatfield held the small carved 
lion up to the light, "My wife 
gave it to me. It's a sort of 
a Hon. Sometimes It stands for 
MGM. And sometimes it stands 
for SAE.   It all depends." 
Walker wore a square piece of 
metal on a chain. "It's got some 
Egyptian markings on it, but I 
don't know If they mean anything 
Review In Music 
or not. It's kind of different, 
though..." His voice faded out 
of the sentence. 
He seemed unsure of himself, 
and was willing to let his part- 
ner answer most of the quest- 
Ions. He wasn't exactly in the 
"groove" of being a Righteous 
Brother yet. 
"We've only been together for 
three weeks—four If you want to 
count rehearsal. I have to sound 
like Billy. That's the Righteous 
Sound." 
Hatfield nodded, then turned to 
Join a separate conversation about 
the blue plaid suit Glen Camp- 
bell had worn on stage. 
"Great suit! Now teU her how 
you had to chase the guy two 
blocks to get it." 
A question was raised about the 
draft. Are the Righteous Brothers 
exempt? 
"Yeah." 
"Thank God." 
"At least we think we are," 
Hatfield said, "Anyway, I did my 
bit." 
What branch? 
"Tree.       That was a Joke." 
"Sure Bobby.   Forget it." 
There was an announcement to 
"Wrap It up, guys. We gotta 
make that plane to Detroit." 
There was a flutter of papers, 
pens, pictures and autographs. u 
Hatfield commented on aplcture 
of   Campbell   as   It   was  handed . 
past him, "Real cute, Glen. Looks 
like you've got  a crick in your 
neck." 
They traded pens, joked and 
signed signature after signature.   _ 
Finally, autographs signed, pens 
returned, fans happy and manager 
Impatient, the duo draped their 
arms across each other's should- 
ers  and headed for the elevator. 
Bobby Hatfield—six feet of 
blond, blue-eyed, soul-packed en- 
ergy. ^ 
Jimmy Walker—quiet, trying to 
take It all In. He has a sound 
to   carry on.     Trying to  learn. 
Together—the Righteous 
Brothers. 
CANDID COMMENTS ■ "We don't know what we did expect, but 
the crowd was just great," said the Righteous Brothers. (Photo 
by Lea Stephen son). 
la Traviata' Cast, Music Lauded 
By MICHAEL HARRIS 
Special Writer 
The School of Music's production 
of Verdi's "La Traviata" Friday 
and Saturday nights was one of 
the University's cultural high- 
lights of the year. 
From the orchestra's first at- 
tack to the final bows of the 
principals, success, which came at 
no small price, was no stranger. 
The stage settings were lavish, 
thanks to David Gam, Indiana 
University graduate student In set 
design. The two student groups 
involved, the University Symphony 
Orchestra and the Collegiate Chor- 
ale, exhibited fine control and 
musicianship. In scope, their res- 
pective performances were equal 
to any professional orchestra and 
chorus. 
Sophie Glnn, as Violetta, and 
Rex Elkum, as Alfredo, were the 
stars. After a rather Insecure 
and tight first act, they seemed 
to have forgotten all of their 
nervousness. 
Combining their fine sense of 
drama with their voices, which 
is sometimes a great problem 
even In such opera companies 
as New York's MetropoUtanOpera 
Company, Mrs. Glnn and Mr. 
Elkum together presented a su- 
perb performance indicative of an 
empathy   with   their  respective 
roles that Is often lacking In so 
many other opera performances. 
One of the most convincing per- 
formances of the evening was Wil- 
liam Duvall as Giorgio Germont. 
His deep, resonant voice was ex- 
cellently tempered to communicate 
moments of tenderness as well as 
moments of extreme tension and 
emotion. He Is quite a mature 
actor, tailored perfectly for the 
paternal role in "La Traviata." 
Last but not least In the line 
of compliments goes to musical 
Speech Therapy Program 
On 'Retarded Children' Set 
A series of lectures and dem- 
onstrations on the "Education of 
the Severely Retarded Child" is 
being sponsored by Sigma Alpha 
Eta, association for speech and 
hearing therapists, for all pro- 
fessors and students Involved In 
the field of speech and hearing 
therapy. 
The first lecture will be held 
at 1 p.m. today In the Pink Dog- 
wood Room of the University 
Union. Tonight at 7 p.m. lectures 
and slides will be presented In 
the University Union's White Dog- 
s't 
director,   Charles Glgante. He is 
a  man of exactness, often coax- 
ing   and urging those under his      lt>] 
baton to levels of performance they 
scarcely expected. 
It was on him that the pro- 
duction depended. To keep an or- 
chestra and chorus plus five 
singers together In Itself Is a 
great challenge. Dr. Glgante sup- fc, 
erseded that In that by his dlr- *' 
ectlon the music achieved Its pur- 
pose, - communication. 
wood Room. A demonstration with 
children will conclude the pro- 
gram at 1 p.m. tomorrow In the 
Pink Dogwood Room. 
Speakers In the program Include 
Mr. Victor Bonfig, assistant ad- 
ministrator of the Clark County *' 
Council for Retarded Children, and 
Mrs. E d 11 h M.irsolf, administra- 
tor of the program for the re- 
tarded In Columblana County. Mrs. 
Karls Murphy, Instructor for the 
mentally retarded and home train- 
ing consultant of Wood County, « 
win/also speafc   ,,,.    ....   ..,.,    ,,, 
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Max Lerner Speaks: 
'America Is A Tragic Society' 
• (Ed. Note: Dr. Max Lerner was 
speaking at the University Satur- 
day In an appearance sponsored by 
the University and the Martha Hol- 
den Jennings Foundation of Cleve- 
land.) 
"America is a tragic society," 
said Dr. Max Lerner, "It Is split 
• on the war in Vietnam, the inner 
city struggle between ethnic and 
racial groups and between differ- 
ent generations." 
Dr.   Lerner,   Internationally- 
syndicated columnist and profes- 
sor of American civilization and 
world politics at Brandels Unlver- 
• sity, said Saturday. "Each of 
these splits may be settled, but 
they can never be healed. 
'I  am neither an optimist nor 
a pessimist, but a posslbllist. 
We can resolve all of these prob- 
lems, but It won't be easy. We 
must organize ourselves collect- 
must organize ourselves collect- 
ively." 
"We are probably the most rev- 
olutionary society In the world 
today. We are not revolutionary 
In the classic sense — that of 
the overthrow of a regime by vi- 
olence. We are revolutionary In 
a  more subtle, complex manner. 
Dr. Lerner stated that we must 
"confront" the fact of revolution- 
ary   change,   and   that   we  must 
"direct" and "channel" this 
change. 
"This change Is disconcerting. 
Many  Americans feel  that It is 
Classifieds 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
Wanted  -   male   student to share 
modern two bedroom apt. for sec- 
ond semester.   Ph. 352-5591. 
ft        
For Sale: '64 MGB, $950 or best 
offer. Call 352-5483, from 4-6 
p.m. 
For sale - 2 yr. old TV. in 
good shape.  Call 352-5663. 
ft STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS 
Campbell Hill Road opposite B.G. 
Stadium. Bowling Green's finest 
new adult/family apartment com- 
munity. Exceptionally large 1, 2 
& 3 bedroom suites. 1 1/2 & 2 
baths, fully carpeted, fully air 
conditioned, garages, swim n 1 ng 
_ pool, cable TV. Rentals from 
$132 Includes all utilities except 
electric. Furnished suite avail- 
able. Married couples & faculty 
only. Open dally; Rental Rep- 
resentative on duty 9 am, to 9 
pm. 352-5088 or 352-5766. Bates 
& Springer Inc. Mgrs. 
• '66 Pontiac Executive. V-8 Stan- 
dard trans. 2 dr. hdtp. Blue. 354- 
0352. 
Wurlltzer Electronic piano, al- 
most  new  -  $275.00,    352-5519. 
t '65 Corvair Monza Convert. Best 
offer 352-4341 after 5 p.m. 
■65 Corvair Corsa Sport Coup. 
4-speed. 180 H.P. Super-charged 
engine.      $1,300.   Call  352-5440. 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
Campus View Drycleanlng and 
Laundry, behind Clbo. Room 107. 
Car spaces to rent. 
ATTENTION — Custom Framing 
and Creative Photography — Call 
353-5885.     Gary  L.   Hager Stu- 
* dlo's. 
FAIR-WAY HOBBY HOUSE. North 
of Fair grounds, Brim Rd. Eve- 
nings   6   to   9,   Mond.-Wed.-Fri. 
SaL-Sun.   2  to  9.  Ph.   354-3104. 
If you dread the council will be ♦ dead; Vote for Fred and move 
ahead — Frederick George for 
Student Council. 
Congratulations to Comer, Reno, 
and Bill Fischer, PiKA Treadway 
Playmates of the Week. 
€
 Happy Birthday Creature. Love, 
the Giant. 
MUSIC - fraternity and sorority 
dances. Call "The Garden Club" 
162-874-7226. 
Vote for Kenn Rohrs, in-town- 
commuter  rep.  to student coun- 
I •     cil, Feb. 29. 
If you see the light - see the 
music explosion - March 8. 
Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau — 
Best of luck during rush . Pin- 
mates. 
XI  Pledges  love their slsterS!: 
Miss Keller, Thanks so much for 
all your helpl — AFS Screening 
Committee. 
Aloof and Chartreuse, I enjoyed 
the overtime but how was your 
Sunday? Would an alarm clock 
help? 
dangerous. Many see it as poli- 
tical romanticism. I, personally, 
don't share either of these view- 
points. The change is neutral — 
neither good nor bad — it Is we 
who oppose the ethos of this 
change." 
According to Dr. Lerner, we 
must somehow formulate'' values'' 
and "changes" into a single sys- 
tem. 
"We must take the changes of 
society and communicate to them 
the values of society. We are 
the vastest power structure that 
has ever been seen in the his- 
tory of mankind — so directing 
these values to change is a very 
difficult task." 
"Many power structures of the 
past have died because of reach- 
ing too far and too fast from too 
narrow a base of morality ... 
virginity « the Inability to change 
their environment... the failure to 
respond to crucial challenges from 
within and without... finally, from 
failure of belief — the erosion of 
commitment on the part of young 
people. 
"Whatever values are, we live 
by them in a crucial way. Quest- 
tlons we pose to life are some- 
how more important than the an- 
swers we give. 
"We should work at what ful- 
fills us and reach into ourselves 
for all of our resources." 
Dr. Lerner expounded upon the 
"splits" In American society. 
"It is Important that the Viet- 
nam question be settled, because 
it is crucial for national cultures 
to survive ... I don't want to see 
a homogenized world. 
"The inner cityproglemlsmore 
complex than the warproblem. 
Claims and expectations occur fas- 
ter than hope, hence the violence 
which has developed In the inner 
city has tended to come when con- 
ditions have improved... improve- 
ment shows people what can be done 
and they naturally expect more." 
"The process of growing up in 
America Involves Identifying with 
someone older and then rebelling 
against the basic model by which 
you have shaped yourself. 
"The crucial quality which young 
people demand is trust — you can 
trust yourself only if you first 
find someone else to trust. Com- 
munication depends upon trust." 
Finally, Dr. Lerner summed up 
his career as an educator. 
"If I had $10 million left to me 
tomorrow, I would not change my 
work ... It is what keeps me 
breathing." 
 Poo.5 
Nomura Troup 
Set To Perform 
The Nomura Kyogen Theatre 
Company, a renowned Japanese 
troupe, will perform tonight at 
8:15 In the Grand Ballroom. 
The Special Events Committee 
of the University Union In co- 
operation with the Department of 
Speech at the University has sched- 
uled the performance. Bowling 
Green Is one of only three stops 
the troupe will make in the Mid- 
west. 
Manzo Nomura, from whom the 
theatre company gets Its name, 
is the head of the troupe. The 
word "Kyogen" literally means 
"mad words" but refers to the 
three comic Interludes that the 
troupe will perform: "Boshlbarl" 
(Tied to a Pole), "Tsurlgltaun" 
(The Fox and the Trapper) and 
"Kusablra" (Mushrooms). 
The Kyogen play is a kind of 
comic relief to the spiritual and 
tragic drama, called the Noh 
drama. It is a short and highly 
humorous play with only two or 
three characters. 
Tickets may be purchased in 
the Union lobby today or tonight 
before the performance. General 
admission tickets are $1.50, re- 
served seats are $2.00 and Stud- 
ent tickets are $1.00. 
The troupe will present a 
lecture demonstration at 3:30p.m. 
today In the Joe E. Brown Theatre 
in University Hall. The lecture 
demonstration is open to the public. 
Why should you 
confide in a guy 
you've never met 
before? 
Because the guy we're talking 
about is a college recruiter from 
Alcoa. And the only way to play it 
is honestly. 
He'll be on campus in a couple of 
days. And here's what we recom- 
mend you do at the interview. 
First, lay your cards on the table. 
Tell him what kind of work would 
really turn you on. 
Then, sit back and listen while he 
explains how your plans figure 
into Alcoa's plans. (You'll be 
surprised how versatile 
Aluminum Company of America 
can be.) 
So make it a point to meet Alcoa's 
recruiter. He's a confidence man 
you can really trust. 
Interview date: 
March 7 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
A Plans for Progress Company 
Change for the better 
with Alcoa 
■;    'Vuoin'J ■•,; <x.      ■,-•;.■■>-,■>■>•  iieiii ■-_■■.■, 
0ALCOA 
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Spring Rush Ends 
220 Pledge Sororities 
Sprint, rush came to a formal 
end last Saturday afternoon when 
over 220 girls received their bids 
and ran off to their respective 
sororlety houses. The following 
Klrls were pledged: 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
Marlene Adams, Kathy Arndt, 
Kim Borneman, Linda Bour, Pam 
Browne, Carole Burkhart, Judy 
Lckhart,     (Cindy Fletcher,    Pat 
rohman. 
Marilyn Gregor, Pam Hayes, 
Beth Henslen, Val Hoehn, Joyce 
Knaupe. 
Susan Lloyd, Mary Jane' 
MjGuckln, Jane Mllroy, Bev 
ousley, Jennifer Parker. 
Kelley Schneider, Diane Tre- 
panler, Bonnie Walkup, Judy Wilde, 
Laura Wood, Sherry Zastempa, 
Judy Zlegler. 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Jean Bauman, Suzanne Boell, 
Beth Branyan, Kathleen Burley, 
Beverly Bushong. 
Linda Dotzlaf, Peggy Foster, 
Barbara Glbb, Jenny Halmerl, 
Linda J. Huston. 
Judy A. Lowther, Diwn Mtchell, 
Pamela Walker, Judith Wells, 
Barbara Wheaton. 
DELTA ZETA 
Cheryl A. Bennett, Donna Jean 
Cobb, Mirlanne DeGraft, Karen 
D.   I-'osnaugh,   Beth Suzanne Fox, 
Janice M. Grlmaldl, Brenda 
Ianlro, Jacqueline Isacco, Sallle 
Ann    James, Diane Kemp. 
Pamela Lacker, Dlanne Lehn- 
hart, Brenda J. Main, Laura Mc- 
Kenzle, Linda Newman. 
Mlchela Notman, Karen L. Pal- 
lcka, Laura Patchan, Sally Heece, 
Diane Saf ranski, Nancy Yager. 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
Connie Lou Brown, Betty Ann 
Chan, Anna L. Gelger, Linda C. 
Noble, Sue Perry. 
Jane , Shull, Beverly Sturnpf, 
Janet   Thomasettl,   Donna     K. 
Thompson, Judy Ann Ward. 
ALPHA GAM M (V DELTA 
Linda Bo yd , Barbara Dobay, 
Linda Knlsley, Katherlne Kraus, 
Gwen I .oeffler. 
Barbara Mavis, Karen Trent, 
Kathy Wlegel. 
ALPHA PHI 
Peggy Albertson, Diane Ashton, 
Mary Dell Austermlller, Susan 
Bromley, Denlse Dunlap. 
Julie   Ebert,   Sheryl   Ferraro, 
Vlckl Grachek, Carol Glesel, De- 
borah Griffith. 
Anne McGaughey, Becky Miller, 
Judith Rudolph, Nancy Schwanger, 
Karen Smith, Sally Taylor. 
Margaret Townsley, Ellen Wil- 
liams, Wendy Williams, Pamela 
WUson. 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Pamela Cllne, Katherlne Faulds, 
WELCOME ABOARD -wot the 
a* sororities greeted pledges. 
Sylvia Frey, Carole Gallaway, Vir- 
ginia Griffith. 
Martha Hann, Charlene Happ, 
Shirley Loffer, Deborah Marcum, 
Kathy McManus, Deborah Mehas. 
Marcla Meilahn, Nancy Middle- 
ton, Linda Moser, Susan Patton, 
Bonnie Schoenl. 
Linda Schopfer, Sara Steen, 
Mary Towne, Judith Wltmer, Kay 
Yahn. 
Repledges 
Llla Evans, Linda Morgan. 
KAPPA DELTA 
Barbara BlbeL, Karen Bushman, 
Virginia Dolllson, Adrienne Fow- 
ler, Charette Frits. 
Cynthia Henry, Coletta Isgro, 
Rosemarle Jazbinski, Erica Johns, 
Barbara Knauer. 
Barbara Munch, Darlene Pick- 
ering, Susan Relnlcke, Joan 
Schwanemann. 
Diane Uphaus, Linda Valentine, 
Linda Wanamiker, Ann Wells, 
Barbara Wlrtz. 
CHI OMEGA 
Saundra Bachor, Carol Camp- 
bell, Marsha Davis, Diane Denny, 
Susan Dunlpace. 
Lana Frey, Lynn Frey, Cindy 
Goodwin, Jean Helmkamp, Heidi 
Holzhauer. 
Martha Klein. Kathleen Knaggs, 
Sally Meyer, Amelia Mudd. 
Juanlta Rice, Janice Rinl, Deb- 
orah Rose, Barbara Sopp, Joann 
Synder. 
Pamela   Utterback,   Rebecca 
word of the day, last Saturday, 
(Photo by Jeff DeWolf) 
Wagner, Mary Ann Zlma. 
Repledges 
Jacqule Daniels, Marty Yoder. 
PHIMU 
Becky A. Bachman, Sherry Bar- 
ber, Judy Baumberger, Dale S. 
Herman, Karen Bradshaw. 
Linda Burnett, Sandra J. Burt, 
Cynthia Bottcher, Janet L. Ches- 
ney, Cheryl Ann DeMont. 
Barbara Fortman, Nancy Sue 
Garn, Sandra L. Grlggs, Kathy 
Hosang, Katherlne Jurclsln. 
Susan J. Lamb, Emily Lefebore, 
Maureen  Lano,   Linda J. Mills. 
Nan Nichols, Barbara Nowakow- 
skl, Sue Anne Obenour, Leigh 
Perry. 
Pauline Scagnettl, Leslie Sherry 
1
 Nancy Sachs,   Judith Ann  Shoup, 
Mary Delia Uhe, Linda Williamson. 
DELTA GAMMA 
Sue Austermlller, Janet Bocke, 
Patricia Browne, Diane Bussman, 
Carolyn t rill. 
Charlene Culp, Jane Douglas, 
Joyce Edwards, Carolyn Elton, 
Wendy Fetters. 
Patricia Gale, Laurel Hruby, 
Elizabeth Grohske, Mlchellne Her- 
ald, Barbara Hughes. 
Jill Kiippel, Cheryl Knepley, 
Kathy Koltun, Susan McDowell, 
Cynthia NorbuL 
Elaine Ringer, Deborah Stanley, 
Carol Stelner, Candy Steverdlng, 
Bonnie Suddath, Carol Swanson, 
Susan Watson. 
Repledges 
Sandy Battlsta. 
-Newsline - 
Questions may be phoned in to the News office or may be sub- 
mitted by mail. News office is located in 104 University Hall 
and can be reached on either extension 3344 or 3383. Student 
name and address must be included with all questions, but only 
initials will be used. 
With the quarter system going into effect, when do you 
have to apply to grad school? For example, I'll be graduat- 
ing  at  the end  of the first  quarter  in  December.      (B.W.) 
The complete application for admission, Including necessary 
credentials, must be on file In the graduate school at least four 
weeks before the beginning of the term In which the applicant 
plans to register. 
Does the University offer a special reading course? 
(L.G.) 
The University does offer a special reading course called 
G&C 111. There Is a charge for the course, to be pald'wlth 
your regular fees payment. There Is also a reading room on 
the third floor of Hanna Hall. 
When do Ohio U., Ohio State, the U. of Cincinnati, Kent, 
and Denison have summer vacations?     (H.L.) 
The various catalogues state: Ohio U., June 1 to Sept. 14; 
Ohio State, June 8 to Sept 27; Cincinnati, June 5 to Sept. 27; 
Kent, June 7 to Sept. 23; Denison, May 25 to Sept 25. 
I   have heard  several   girls  over at  Harshman  D talking 
about "Sip Sip". What is it? 
Newsline found It to be non-existent. 
What are the restrictions for off-campus housing espec- 
ially for a girl under 21? Is it possible to live in unapprov- 
ed housing with parental permission? D.W. 
According to Robert G. Rudd, housing director, any person 
desiring to live off campus must be In their Junior or senior 
year or be over 21 years of age. 
It Is not possible to legally live off campus even with par- 
ental permission, unless these requirements are fulfilled. 
'Ice Horizons' Show 
At Arena In March 
The first amateur Ice show of 
Its kind ever scheduled In North- 
west Ohio will be sponsored by 
the Bowling Green Skating Club 
March 29-30 at the University Ice 
Arena. 
The lnternatlonally-themed "Ice 
Horizons" will feature more than 
200 skaters from the Bowling 
Green Skating Club, the BG Skat- 
ing Club, the University Skating 
Club, the Falconettes and Falcon- 
eers. 
New Housing Policy 
Student Reaction Negative 
Students don't like the new 
housing policy, an opinion survey 
has revealed. 
Under the new policy, effective 
fall quarter, 1968, the student who 
signs an on-campus housing con- 
tract must remain on campus for 
the academic year providing he 
Is enrolled In the University, ac- 
cording to Robert G. Rudd, dir- 
ector of residence service. 
Mr. Rudd feels that the vacancy 
problem will be lessened by the 
new policy. Mass moving will de- 
crease and residence halls will 
be able to have greater continuity 
In their programs, activities, and 
government. 
But in spite of these advantages 
offered, many students are viewing 
the new system as providing them 
with fewer advantages. 
Concern for student teachers 
was expressed by CherylOtermat, 
a Junior In education. 
"I think the administration 
should come out with a definite 
statement on where the student 
stands In regard to housing In- 
volving student teachers. There 
is much confusion. You get a dif- 
ferent answer from everyone you 
ask," she commented. 
According to Mr. Rudd, those 
student teaching away from the 
Bowling Green area will only be 
charged for the time they live 
in residence halls. 
Linda Collins, sophomore edu- 
cation major, felt the new regula- 
tions could pose problems for 
students who commute. "Suppose 
a person wants to live on campus 
and then finds he doesn't like 
it I think he should be able to 
move off campus," she explained. 
Having to make a decision as 
to where to live next year as 
far as six months In advance 
was the concern of another stu- 
dent. "I don't think we should 
have to make a decision now about 
next year," Janet Tefft, a sopho- 
more in education, said. 
"The new policy won't affect 
sophomores and Juniors as much 
as it will affect seniors. They 
can't do anything but comply at 
this point in order to graduate. 
If a student turns 21 during the 
year she can't move off campus 
because she has signed a con- 
tract," remarded Joann Wells, a 
Junior in education. 
Several other persons felt the 
change In policy would lead to an 
Increase  in off campus housing. 
"Living on campus wouldn't be 
bad If we Wad more freedom. 
But the contract that says we 
have So live In a dorm all year 
is  ridiculous,"     Charlene Mar- 
clnek,   sophomore  In education, 
commented. 
"The rules that the adminis- 
tration makes to keep us on cam- 
pus really strike me funny. The 
more they try to make the con- 
ditions nice the more they are 
forcing us off campus.  If there 
were fewer rules perhaps there 
would be more students on cam- 
pus first or second quarter. But 
making us sign a contract makes 
us want to rebeL We will be 
seniors and are old enough to 
decide where we want to live." 
was the reaction of Gall Peterson. 
Camp as Calendar 
LUTHERAN STUDENT CENTER 
Mid-week Lenten worship ser- 
vices will begin tomorrow at 
6:30 p.m. in Prout Chapel. Cam- 
pus dress is acceptable. Open 
to all who wish to attend. 
• • • 
S.A.M. 
Tomorrow will be the last day 
of membership drive. Join from 
9  am.  to  3 pm. Inside the front 
door of Hayes Hall. 
* •• 
SIGMA TAU DELTA 
Will accept applications for 
membership. Applications must be 
sent to Dr. Giles Floyd, English 
Dept., U. Hall by March 8. All 
English majors with twelve hours 
of English and a 3 point or better 
average (and In the upper. 35 per 
cent of their class) are eligible. 
SIGMA ALPHA ETA 
Will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. 
in the White Dogwood Suite of 
the Union. A program at 7 pm. 
on "Mental Retardation" will fol- 
low. Speakers include Mrs. Karls 
Murphy, Mrs. Edith Martsolf, and 
Mr. Victor Bonflg. 
• • * 
FREE UNIVERSITY 
Will meet this afternoon In 301 
U.   Hall at 4. Mr. Melet, French 
Professor will talk about social- 
ism In Europe. 
* » * • 
SPANISH CLUB 
Will meet tonight at 7 In Harsh- 
m;in D '.ounge. Meeting will be 
conducted entirely In Spanish and 
is open to any Interested per- 
sons. 
Directing the program will be 
David A. Lowery and his wife 
Rita, both professional skating In- 
structors at Bowling Green. The 
pair came to Bowling Green from 
Troy, Ohio, where they worked 
for eight vears. 
A professional flair will be added 
to the amatuer production with the 
use of over 400 costumes for 
the eight production numbers. 
About 250 of the costumes were 
loaned to the Bowling Green Skat- 
ing Club by Holiday on Ice, one 
of the country's top professional 
shows. 
The highlight of the "Ice Hori- 
zons" program will be the appear- 
ance of a top amateur skater, 
to be announced by the Lowerys. 
Katie Walker and James Dlsbrow 
will also be featured In an ex- 
hibition number. The pair recent- 
ly competed In the national figure 
skating championships In Philadel- 
phia. Miss Walker Is a student 
at Bowling Green High School and 
Mr. Dlsbrow a freshman at the 
University. 
Katie and James were runner- 
ups in the 1967 Junior Pairs Cham- 
ionshlps. 
Psi Chi Slates 
Initiation For 18 
Psi Chi, the psychology honorary 
society, will have their Initiation      % 
of new members tomorrow at 7:30 
P.m. in Pink Dogwood Suite. 
New members include David 
Arle, William Beckwith, Joanne 
Blaha, Sandra Candea, Sandra 
Clarke, Alleen Deutsch, David 
Fero, Suzanne Gatz, Garbara Good, 
Gwendolyn Good ridge, Jane , 
Lowell, Guy Melvln, Jane Merk- 
Hnger, Andrew Mllchen, Patricia 
Rex, Fredrick Smith, Pattl Vross 
and Catherine Zwlr. 
Dr. Robert Guion and Dr. Harold 
Johnson, both of the psychology 
department, will speak on "Dif- 
ferent Approaches to Psycho- g 
therapy," Refreshments will be 
served and the public Is welcome. 
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is listed here, 
IBM would like 
to talk with you 
March 5th or 6th, 
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Sign up for an interview at your placement office—even if 
you're headed for graduate school or military service. 
Maybe you think you need a technical background to work 
for us. 
Not true. 
Sure we need engineers and scientists. But we also need 
liberal arts and business majors. We'd like to talk with you even 
if you're in something as far afield as Music. Not that we'd 
hire you to analyze Bach fugues. But we might hire you to 
analyze problems as a computer programmer. 
What you can do at IBM 
The point is. our business isn't just selling computers. 
It's solving problems. So if you have a logical mind, we need 
you to help our customers solve problems in such diverse areas 
as government, business, law. education, medicine, science, 
the humanities. 
Whatever your major, you can do a lot of good things at 
IBM. Change the world (maybe). Continue your education 
(certainly, through plans such as our Tuition Refund Program i. 
And have a wide choice of places to work (we have over 300 
locations throughout the United States). 
What to do next 
We'll be on campus to interview for careers in Marketing. 
Computer Applications. Programming. Research. Design and 
Development. Manufacturing, and Finance and Administration. 
If you can't make a campus interview, send an outline 
of your interests and educational background to 
Mr. I. C. Pfeiffcr. IBM Corporation. 100 South 
Wacker Drive, Chicago. Illinois 60606. 
We're an equal opportunity employer. 
1* mm.
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BUSINESS     LISTINGS 
BUSINESS, SOCIAL AGENCIES, 
AND    GOVERNMENT   LISTINGS 
MARCH 4 TO MARCH 8. 
March 4 
Ortho Pharmaceutical, (open 
schedules), 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Com- 
pany, (accounting & MBA), 
Joseph Home Company (retail- 
ing), (open schedules), 
Pittsburgh National Bank, (acc't, 
econ., finance, banking, gen. bus., 
retail, real estate, MBA, bus. 
adm.). 
Eastern   Air    Lines,   (m£mt., 
School & College Listings 
March 4 to March 8 
March 4 
Urbana City Schools, Ohio, (O- 
pen Schedules), 
Monroe Public Schools, Michi- 
gan, (Open Schedules), 
Cuyahoga County Schools, Ohio, 
(open schedules), 
Chagrin Falls Schools, Ohio, 
(open schedules), 
Ramapo Central Schools - Dis- 
trict # 2, New York, (all areas), 
Cuyahoga Falls Schools, Ohio 
(all areas), 
Muskegon Public Schools, Mich., 
(open schedules), 
San Diego City Schools, Calif, 
(also evening), (El. ed., women 
HPE, math, library, mentally re- 
tarded), 
Detroit Public Schools, Mich, 
(also evening), (all areas), 
Toledo City Schools, Ohio (also 
evening), (open schedules), 
Stockton Unified Schools, Calif., 
(open schedules), 
Cypress School District, Calif, 
(also evening) (El. ed., spec, 
ed.), 
Alpena Public Schools, Mich, 
(also evening), (el. ed., music, 
languages, spec, educ), 
Forest Hills Schools, Cincinnati, 
Ohio (only evening), (almost all 
areas), 
March 5 
Forest Hills Schools, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, (almost all areas), 
stewardesses), 
Union Carbide, (MBA, prod, 
super., acc't, lnd. engln., chem- 
istry), 
Veterans Administration (acc't, 
personnel mgmt., bus. adm., lib- 
rary scl., psychology), 
Y. M.C. A. of Toledo, (open 
schedules), 
Household Finance Corporation, 
(open schedules), 
North Electric Company, (open 
schedules), 
Burroughs Corporation, (acc't, 
finance,   banking,   MBA,   library 
scl., sales), 
Ohio   Casualty Group,  Toledo, 
(open schedules), 
Nat'l  City  Bank of Cleveland, 
(open schedules), 
Cooper Tire & Rubber Company, 
(open schedules), 
I.B.M.,  (bus. stat., econ., bus. 
adm., math, acc't., gen. bus., lnd. 
mgmt., sales, MBA), 
March 6 
Kawneer   Company,   (MBA, 
acc't.,  econ.,  finance & banking, 
SCHOOL       LISTINGS 
Wenatchee Valley College, 
Wash., (faculty positions), 
Algonac Community Schools, 
Mich., (women's HPE, library, 
chem., physics, Eng., soc. 
studies, mentally retarded, speech 
& hearing therapy), 
Sidney City Schools, Ohio, (o- 
pen schedules), 
West Carrollton City Schools, 
Ohio (open schedules), 
Battle Creek Schools. Mich, (al- 
so evening), (art, el. ed., home 
econ., lnd. arts, math, music, 
gen. science, spec, ed.), 
Warren Woods Public Schools, 
Mich. (art. bis. ed., home econd., 
lnd. arts, match, music, science, 
spec, ed.), 
Defiance Public Schools, Ohio 
(also evening), (all areas), 
Van Wert City Schools, Ohio, 
(bus. ed., driver ed., el. ed., 
lnd. arts, lang.. math, music, sci- 
ence, spec, ed.), 
Plymouth Schools, Ohio (evening 
only) (open schedules), 
Clear Fork Valley Schools, O- 
hlo (evening only) (open schedules), 
Crestvlew Local Schools, Ohio 
(evening only), (art, el. ed., Eng., 
HPE-Womens', library, music, 
spec. ed.). 
March 6 
Allegheny  Schools,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   (also   evening),   (almost  all 
areas), 
San Mateo City Schools, Calif, 
(evening also), (almost all areas), 
Coldwater Schools, Michigan 
(also  evening),  (open schedules), 
New   Hartford  Schools,  New 
York, (el. ed.. Eng. German, math, 
library, spec, ed.), 
Hudson School District, Calif., 
(almost all areas), 
Chesanlng Schools, Michigan, 
(open schedules), 
Ferndale Public Schools, Mich., 
(open schedules), 
Buena Park School District, Cal- 
if, (el. ed., Eng., Home ec, 
lnd. arts, math, gen. scl., soc. 
studies), 
Clear Fork Valley Schools, O- 
hlo (same as March 5) 
Crestvlew Local Schools, Ash- 
land,  Ohio,   (Same as   March 5), 
Plymouth Local Schools, Ohio, 
(same as March 5). 
March 7 
Allegheny Schools, Pittsburgh, 
Pa., (almost all areas), 
Bedford City Schools, Ohio (eve- 
ning only), (open schedules), 
Euclid Public Schools, Ohio 
(evening also), (bus. ed., driver 
ed., el. ed., Eng., lnd. arts, lang., 
library, math, music, science, 
spec, ed.), 
Plnellas County Schools, Flor- 
ida, (all areas), 
San Juan Unified Schools, Calif, 
(only evening), (almost all areas^ 
Marlon Community Schools^ 
lnd., (almost all areas), 
Gallon City Schools, Ohio, (al- 
so evening), (open schedules), 
CHESANING UNION SCHOOLS 
Chesaning, Michigan 
A fine community in which to teach. School Population of 3265 
Excellent Salary Schedule Modern Schools - all new but one. 
Opportunities for Professional Growth      Tenure after 2 years of satisfactory service 
I f\r A x I C\ Kl Central Michigan, between 1-75 
LV-H-AIIUIMl       and US-27 Expressways 
RECRUITING AT BOWLING GREEN 
 STATE UNIVERSITY MARCH 6, 1968 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
■ BEDFORD CITY SCHOOLS- 
Bedford, Ohio 
THURSDAY EVENING, MARCH 7; ALL DAY FRIDAY:, MARCH 8 
Modern high quality comprehensive school program in a fine diversified 
community - Cleveland area. 7500 pupils; 9 schools. School representa- 
tives will be seeking applicants for all teaching fields. Competitive 
salary schedule and benefits designed to attract professionally-minded 
career teachers. 
Diversified materials are available at the Placement Center. 
Call for interview appointment now -Placement Office, Room 518, 
Administration Building - BGSU • Phone 353-8411. 
lnd. mgmt., proa., selling & sales 
mgmt.,  bus.  adm., prod, mgmt), 
First National Bank of Dayton, 
(acc't., econ., finance & banking, 
gen. bus., bus. adm.), 
Sinclair Research, Inc., (chem- 
istry), 
Packaging Corporation of Am- 
erica, (MBA, acc't., advertising, 
econ., gen. bus., lnd. mgmt. & 
prod., selling & sales mgmt, art, 
bus. adm.), 
U.S. Steel Corporation, (acc't, 
bus. stat., econ., finance & bank- 
ing, gen. bus., lnd. m ;m'. & prod., 
bus.   adm.,      lnternat'l  studies., 
Helntzen Public Schools, Mien, 
(also evening),  (open schedules), 
Mason Board of Education, Erie, 
Michigan,  (el. ed., lnd. arts, li- 
brary, gen. science). 
March 8 
Bedford City Schools, Ohio, 
(same as March 7), 
Euclid Public Schools.Ohlo, 
(same as March 7), 
San Juan Unified Schools, Cal- 
if., (sanw as March 7), 
Dover Board of Education, O- 
hlo, (art, Eng., women's HPE, 
lnd. arts, lang.. math, music, sci- 
ence, spec, ed.), 
Harford County Schools, Mary- 
land, (all areas), 
Akron Public Schools, Ohio (eve- 
ning also), (all areas), 
Mercer County Schools, Ohio, 
(el. ed.,   music, spec, ed.), 
Shaker Heights City Schools, 
(el. ed., Eng., women's hpe, 
languages, math, sciences, spec, 
ed.), 
Orville City Schools, Ohio, (o- 
pen schedules), 
Gibraltar Schools, Michigan, (o- 
pen schedules), 
W. Hartford Schools, Conn., (o- 
pen schedules). 
math;, 
Marbon Chemical, (acc't., bus. 
stat., econ., finance & banking, 
gen. bus., selling & sales mirmt., 
bus. adm., chemistry, Math), 
New England Life Insurance, 
(open schedules), 
American Can Company, (open 
schedules). 
I.B.M., (SamB as March 5), 
March 7 
General Mills, (MBA, bus., stat., 
econ., lnd. msmt & prod., biology, 
chem., foods & nutrition, & sales), 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber, (acc't, 
lnd.   mgmt.,   prod,   chem'stry), 
Abex Corporation, (acc't, eocn., 
finance & banking, gen. bus., lnd. 
mgmt. & prod., selling & sales 
msmt), 
Saunders Leasing System, 
(acc't, econ., lnd. mgmt., prod., 
MBA, bus. adm.), 
Leland Airborne Products, (lnd. 
mgmt. & prod., MBA), 
Hallmark Cards, (acc't., bus. 
stat., econ., finance & banking, 
gen. bus., lnd. mgmt. A prod., 
pers. mgmt., selling & sales 
mgmt., bus. adm., econ., truth, 
psyh.), 
Alcoa, (acc't., selling & sales 
mgmt., trans. & pub. utilities, 
news   writing   &   editing,   M3A), 
General Tire &   Rubber Com- 
pany,  (acc't,   econ.,  lnd.   mgmt. 
& prod., pers. mgmt, MBA, bus. 
adm., chem., math), 
March 8 
The Dentists' Supply Company 
(retail Division), (acc't, gen. bus., 
selling & sales mgmt, office 
mgmt, office mgmt), 
Columbia Gas of Ohio, (home 
ec, educ. majors, foods & nutri- 
tion), 
The Dana Corporation, (open 
schedules), 
Continental Illinois Nat'l Bank, 
(open schedules), 
Republic Steel, (accounting), 
Hallmark Cards, Inc. (Sam9 as 
M.irch 7). 
Inttnriew Dal.: March 6 
lidllut sildf icktfclt ft .nil. <ntr«l, 
Oitilndiaf lwi« policy ■■•! frii|t ■infill. 
croHaroadB or southern   micniean 
ana   tne 
CUIVMIEI 
COMMUNITY 
SCHOOLS 
FOR A WORLD DEMANDING KNOWLEDGE 
The current era of exploding knowledge means volatile growth 
and dynamic technical change for the printing industry. R. R. 
Donnelley & Sons Company, producer of printed material that 
reaches every corner of the world, is a financially sound and pro- 
fessionally managed company committed to a major role in the 
knowledge explosion. 
Donnelley is the largest company in the printing industry, with 
over 12,000 employees in plants across the country. It has a 100 
year history of quality printing that currently includes magazines 
such as Life, Look, Time, National Geographic, The New Yorker, 
Sports Illustrated, Farm Journal, Scientific American, Sunset, 
Fortune, all or substantial parts of the catalogs for Sears Roebuck 
and Company, J. C. Penney Company. Inc., Western Auto Supply 
Company and others, encyclopedias and textbooks by the million, 
over 1,000 different telephone directories, Bibles and creative 
sales promotional materials for the country's best-known mer- 
chants and manufacturers. 
The management of a large corporate entity requires college 
graduates in many fields . . . accountants; mathematicians; chem 
ists; engineers; and liberal arts, business and industrial manage- 
ment graduates. You can take advantage of an exceptional indi- 
vidualized training program with regular salary increases and 
unlimited advancement opportunity. 
for details, write 
College Relations and Recruiting 
R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company 
1145 Con well A ve. 
Willard, Ohio 44890 
We Will Be Interviewing On Campus March 18, 1968 
See Your Placement Director 
For An Appointment 
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Information Offered 
On Job Interviews 
By JIM DICKSON 
9 Staff Writer 
Because of the Increasing em- 
phasis that employers are plac- 
ing on Job Interviews, It Is Im- 
portant that the student knows how 
to prepare himself beforehand. 
The following Inform itlon Is pro- 
vided by the Office of Career 
Planning and Placement Services 
as a guide for students who are 
planning Interviews. 
* » * 
The Interview Is a very serious 
step In reaching maturity. You 
should proceed with caution — 
trying to overcome the pitfalls that 
|, may occur — In order to obtain 
the position that will best satis- 
fy your abilities and needs. 
One of the major steps In ob- 
taining this position Is to "Know 
what you want to do." The re- 
cruiter does not expect you to 
make a lasting and final choice of 
position;    however, he does want 
* some evidence of some thought 
and planning thereby constituting a 
sound foundation on which to be- 
gin. 
While you are considering what 
you want, a question arises: "Is 
It attainable?" Another sound pro- 
cedure to follow Is to evaluate 
jt yourself as your prospective em- 
ployer will. A recruiter's evalu- 
ation will be similar to the fol- 
lowing: "What he has accom- 
plished, what he knows, what he is, 
and what he does." 
Some of the factors used In 
evaluating you are: 
1. Scholastic achievement 
2. College activities 
3. College honors 
4. Summer and part-time work 
experience 
5. Personality  and appearance 
Now that you have  done your 
self-evaluation, Is the position you 
seek still attainable?    If you are ™ very Interested In a field, yet rank 
In the bottom of your class, don't 
give up. Having an appraisal of 
your strengths and weaknesses, 
remember that the way to success 
will be found by playing up your 
assets and playing down your li- 
abilities. 
% In the interview, you are going 
to be confronted by many quest- 
ions—some of which will be real 
"shockers" If you aren't prepared 
for them. The following are ex- 
amples of questions frequently 
asked by business and government 
Interviewers: 
\t !• What are your future voca- 
tional plans? Your goals? 
2. In what type of position are 
you most Interested? Why? 
3. Why do you think you might 
like   to work for our  company? 
4. What courses did you like 
the best?  Least? Why? 
5. Why   did   you  choose your 
*~ particular field of work? 
6. What percentage of your col- 
lege expenses did you earn? How? 
7. What do you know about our 
company? 
8. What qualifications do you 
have that make you feel that you 
will be successful In your field? 
45 9. Can you forget your educa- 
tion and start from scratch? 
10. Do you think that your ex- 
tracurricular activities were 
worth the time you devoted to them? 
Why? 
11. What do you think determines 
a man's progress in a good com- 
f pany? 
12. Why do you think you would 
like  this particular  type of Job? 
13. What personal character- 
istics do you think are necessary 
for success in your chosen field? 
14. Wnat Jobs have you held? 
How were they obtained? What 
did you like about the Jobs?  Dls- 
* like?  Why did you leave? 
15. Tell me about your home life 
during the time you were growing 
up. 
16. Tell me a story! 
17. Tell me about yourself. 
18. What Interests you about our 
product or service? 
If- 19. Do you feel you have done 
the best scholastic work of which 
you are capable? If so, why? 
If not, why not? 
20. What do you know about 
the opportunities In the field in 
which you are Interested? 
21. Wnat Is the source of your 
* spending monev? 
22. ix) you own any life insur- 
ance? 
23. Have you saved any money? 
If not, why not? 
24. Do you like routine work? 
Why? 
25. What Is your major weak- 
ness? 
26. Define cooperation. 
27. Are you willing to re-lo- 
cate? 
28. What Job In our company 
would you choose If you were en- 
tirely free to do so? Why? 
29. What Job In our company 
do want to work toward? 
30. What are your own special 
abilities? 
31. Would you prefer a large or 
a small company?  Why? 
32. What Is your Idea of how 
Industry operates today? 
33. Do you like to travel? What 
percentage would you consider 
traveling? 
34. Do you think that grades 
should be considered by employ- 
ers?  Why or why not? 
35. What have you done which 
shows Initiative and willingness 
to work? 
36. Wnat have you learned from 
some of the Jobs you have held? 
Interviewing Is or should be an 
opportunity for both parties to 
participate In asking and answer- 
ing questions and In getting a feel- 
ing for each other as Individuals. 
Therefore, you should be prepared 
to ask some pertinent questions 
during the interview. Here are 
some examples of questions you 
may want to ask: 
L What Is the managemsnt phil- 
osophy? 
2. Is the company man-oriented? 
3. What Is the nature of the 
training program given In the ear- 
ly years? 
4. Has the company hired gradu- 
ates of my college In the past? 
If so, what has their record been? 
5. What will be expected of me 
as a trainee? After the training 
program? 
6. Is the training program a for- 
mal or an Informal one? If In- 
formal, what experiences will I 
be Introduced to? If formal, what 
areas of the business will I be 
Introduced to? 
7. Every Job has Its negative as- 
pects. Therefore, ask the re- 
cruiter to tell you the dark side 
of the picture as well as the 
bright side. 
Industry has the advantage In 
developing effective criteria and 
process for selection. You are 
faced with this task but once in 
your undergraduate career. If 
you make a mistake at this point, 
you may have lost valuable time. 
It Is very noticeable today In bus- 
iness, Industry and government 
that senior management and 
administrative posts are being 
filled by younger and younger men. 
You must remember tnat In aim- 
ing at a position of responsibility 
you must first find that Job where 
you will be able to acquire a high 
level of skill In some particular 
functional activity. Your first task 
is to prove to your employer that 
you have the ability to learn and 
to learn quickly. 
Alexander On Placement Staff 
A recent addition to the coun- 
seling staff in the Placement Of- 
fice Is Charles D. Alexander. He 
arrived In Bowling Green last Ju- 
ly. Prior to that time he worked 
as a teacher, coach, and princi- 
pal during his 15 years of exper- 
ience In secondary schools In 
Michigan. While coaching foot- 
ball In Michigan, Mr. Alexander 
compiled a four year recrod of 
35 wins and one loss. "If I 
have one hobby at all, It's ath- 
letics," he stated. 
Elementary and secondary 
teacher placement Is Mr. Alex- 
ander's main responsibility. Since 
September he has inter viewed 
m.ire than 450 seniors in the Col- 
lege of Kducatlon. The average 
time for one of these interviews 
is about 30 minutes, and all In- 
terested   students   are welcome. 
Student responsibility when 
making contracts is one of Mr. 
Alexander's major concerns. All 
students should realize that if they 
verbally agree to accept a Job 
(hey are "ethically" bound to do 
so. 
Career 
nianninq 
r~lacpment Service 
The Internal Revenue Service is 
now accepting applications for 
their summer intern program. The 
program is open to currently en- 
rolled graduate students and col- 
lege seniors who have elected to 
pursue a graduate degree in these 
areas: public administration, bus- 
iness administration, law, math, 
statistics, chemistry, Journalism, 
education, psychology, accounting, 
English, and social sciences. 
All applicants must have an el- 
igible rating in the Federal Ser- 
vice Entrance Examination or 
scores on the verbal and quanti- 
tative parts of the Graduate Rec- 
ord Examination which, when ad- 
ded together, total 1000 or more. 
The closing date for receipt of 
applications Is April 15, 1968. See 
Glenn Rosenthal for the complete 
details. 
"Make your life count. . . 
choose a thrilling career 
with the YMCA. Erie D. 
Chapman, Executive Vice 
President, Toledo YMCA, 
will be in the Placement 
Office, Tuesday, March 5, 
to interview men or wo- 
men interested in the 
YMCA as a career." 
Explore Your Future - 
Teaching In 
Buena Park, California! 
A place in the sun - fine working condi- 
tions - opportunities for further study. See 
your placement office for further information 
and to schedule an appointment for March 6. 
Opportunities for 
Economists with Columbia 
Gas of Ohio, Inc. ■ The Home Service Department offers 
interesting and challenging opportunities. 
■ Campus Interviews — Friday, March 8th ■ Appointments should be made in advance through 
your College Placement Office. 
■ An equal Opportunity Employer. COLUMBIA GAS 
••■  OF OHIO INC. 
CttUMSI* 
H 
Charles Alexander 
Ills recommendation is to be 
"real sure before accepting a 
contract." Also, a student should 
not have more than one contract 
at a time. "It's Just very un- 
ethical," states Mr. Alexander. 
Once a student signs a contract 
he shouldn't break it unless It's 
an emergency. 
In this usage a contract Is de- 
fined as a legal agreement between 
the board of education of a school 
system and the student. As a 
minimum it should contain the 
following: 
1. Length of time 
2. Number of teaching days 
3. Special duties (coaching, 
supervision, class-sponsorship) 
4. Number of days sick leave. 
There Is no specific time that 
contracts are Issued. It depends 
on the policy of the Individual 
school system. 
The heaviest Interviewing 
months of the entire year are Feb- 
ruary and M.inh. The Placement 
Office suggests that students check 
the BG News each Tuesday for 
schedules. 
A student should not sign up 
for an Interview unless he In- 
tends to show up. The only ac- 
cepted excuse for absense Is Ill- 
ness. 
When a student accepts a Job 
he should notify the Placement 
Office. 
Mr. Alexander suggests that stu- 
dents visit the school system be- 
fore accepting a contract. He 
further suggests that students cor- 
respond with the school system to 
avoid wasting a trip. "Planning 
Is an Important element." 
Besides working directly with 
the students, Mr. Alexander works 
with recruiters. This type of 
public relations work attracts 
companies and school systems and 
benefits both the students and the 
university. 
Mr. Alexander said that he Is 
Impressed with the dress, neat- 
ness, and friendliness of Bowling 
Green students. He also stated 
that recruiters are tremendously 
Impressed with the conduct of the 
students on this campus. 
As a World War II veteran of 
the Pacific, Mr. Alexander stated, 
"When I came home I was ex- 
tremely community minded." It 
appears that he Is fulfilling his 
goal of community service. 
DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
BEGINNING SALARY SEPTEMBER, 1968 - $7,500 
Interviewing Teachers 
March 4, 1968 
See your placement office for details. 
Walled Lake, Michigan Consolidated Schools 
Seeking teacher candidates 
Recruiters on campus Thursday, Feb. 29, 1968 
30 miles from Ann Arbor and Detroit 
Recreation Area-Lakes, Ski Resorts, Parks, 
5 Major Colleges within 30 miles 
New and Innovative Facilities; Excellent Salaries 
and Benefits; opportunities for Advancement 
yearly; Fine community support. 
Openings K-12; Special Education 
Former Falcon on Staff Recommended 
DON'T ANSWER THIS AD.... 
Unless you believe in rapid advancement 
directly related to your individual achieve- 
ment. 
BURDINE'S 
a Division of Federated Department Stores, 
Inc. on the Florida Gold Coast, is seeking 
Management Trainees in: 
MERCHANDISING 
FINANCE 
OPERATIONS 
Salary Opea Aad Competitive 
- lased 0a Qualifications. 
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Drug Head Recommends 
Minor Penalty For LSD 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Food and 
Drugs Commissioner James L. 
Goddard officially supported yes- 
terday an administration proposal 
to make possession of LSD a mis- 
demeanor but made clear he re- 
mains personally opposed to It and 
doubts Its effects as a deterrent. 
Testifying before a House Com- 
merce subcommittee. Dr. God- 
dard said that he had bowed to 
the arguments of law enforcement 
officials who would administer the 
law that It Is necessary for their 
work. 
"I wouldn't propose that section 
If It were under my Jurisdiction,** 
Dr. Goddard said. But he gave 
strong backing to the remainder 
of the bill which would step up 
penalties for manucature, sale and 
distribution of stimulants, depres- 
sants and hallucinogens. 
Rep. Peter N. Kyros, of Maine, 
said he was surprised at God- 
dard's reticence" to endorse the 
deterrent effect of a law against 
posseslon. 
"You seem to suggest you don't 
see much deterrence In having 
mere possession as a misdemean- 
or," Kyros told Goddard. 
"That Is correct," the com- 
missioner replied. He said there 
Spacemen Seen? 
Texan Says Yes 
AMARILLO, Tex. (AP)— A 29- 
year-old farmer from Loco, In 
the Texas Panhandle, underwent 
a voluntary polygraph test Sunday 
Intended to help confirm or deny 
his story of contact with human- 
like space creatures. 
Carroll Wayne Watts, the far- 
mer, was questioned by L.R. Wyn- 
ne, owner of the Am arillo Security 
Control Co. and a member of a 
member of a state board which 
licenses "lie detector" operators 
in Texas. 
While Wynne charted his react- 
ions, Watts displayed and exam- 
ined the series of black and white 
Polaroid photographs which the 
farmer said confirms Ms ex- 
periences. 
The truth examination was the 
Idea of Dr. J. Alley Hynek,chair- 
man of the astronomy department 
at Northwestern University and 
civilian adviser to the Foreign 
Technology Division of Wright- 
Patterson AFB,Dayton,Ohlo. 
The FTD office Is the Air Force 
clearing house for reports of Un- 
identified Flying Objects (UFOs) 
and Is known publicly as Project 
Blue Book. 
Hynek said his preliminary ex- 
amination of some of Watts' pic- 
tures revealed no obvious fraud. 
"If this Is a hoax. It Is a very, 
very clever one," he said. 
"In fact, It would be such a cle- 
ver hoax that It would be almost 
as Interesting as what this farmer 
claims has happened to him." 
Insisting that he did dot not 
want his story or photographs pub- 
lished until he was assured of pro- 
per confirmation, Watts showed his 
pictures to the Associated Press 
and the Post and told this story. 
Last March 31, he drove to an 
abandoned house owned by his 
uncle and located near Watts' own 
modest farm In the desolate roll- 
ing plains of far Northwest Texas. 
A light near the house had made 
him suspicious of thieves, but he 
said the lights of his pickup Illum- 
inated a dull, gray cylindrical ob- 
ject, 80 to 100 feet long, 8 to 10 
feet high, floating 18 Inches above 
the ground. 
Watts said he rapped on the side. 
"I expected It to open up, and 
Pd see a whole bunch of Air Force 
men sitting In there working," 
Watts said. Instead, he said, the 
door opened to reveal only 
machinery. Including a device with 
a disembodied voice that said It 
would give him a painless physical 
exam. 
Watts fled, but on the night of 
KD House Hit 
By Small Fin 
The Delta Tau Delta, fraternity 
house was not the only one hit 
by fire Sunday. 
A small fire In a wastebasket 
livened up the Kappa Delta House 
about midnight Sunday, according 
to campus police chief Spencer 
Calcamugjlo. 
Tlit only damage was to the Hie 
floor and the plastic wastebasket, 
a   member of the sorority said. 
I ilise was attributed to a burn- 
'vg  • Igaretta in the wastebasket. 
Is "some evidence there Is a de- 
cline In usage of LSD" because 
young people are beginning to re- 
cognize Its dangers, and noted that 
even stiff possession penalties for 
marijuana have had little deterrent 
effect. 
"The main problem Is one of 
educating people not to disabuse 
drugs of all kinds," Goddard Said. 
Goddard said It has been his 
feeling that "It would be unwise 
to provide penalties which might 
mark a large number of young 
people Just entering adulthood as 
criminals because they were found 
In possession of a small amount 
of drugs for personal use." 
April 11, an evening Illuminated by 
lightning from a spring storm, he 
left his house to chase the light 
again. 
This time, he said, his truck 
stopped and he found an ovoid 
craft hovering behind it. The door 
stood open and four men beckoned 
for him to take his physical. 
Watts said he agreed to the phy- 
sical because he feared what would 
happen If he did not and because 
two Air Force officers who quizzed 
him about the first alleged Incident 
had offered no answers to what he 
had seen. 
The spacemen, the farmer said, 
were 4 1/2 to 5 feet tall, mus- 
cular, clad In white coverall type 
suits, and had wrap-around eyes, 
superficial ears and noses and 
slit-like,smiling mouths which did 
not move when they talked. 
The farmer said the small craft 
conveyed him to a place where he 
glimpsed rifle-like objects on his 
way to the machine's examinations. 
Standing naked before the device, 
he was probed gently with delicate 
wires. 
Watts said that as the spacemen 
stood In another room In a silent 
huddle over the results, he slipped 
a cubicle object he thought was a 
paperweight Into his pocket. 
Moments later. Watts sald,one 
of the spacemen returned and 
reached Into the pocket. 
Watts said he grabbed the man's 
arm and was struck unconscious, 
awakening In the ovoid craft which 
returned him to his truck. 
BG Receives 
$70,000 Grant 
A National Defense Education 
Act grant of nearly $70,000 has 
been awarded to the Unlvcrstly 
to host a summer Institute for 
Junior high school English tea- 
chers. 
Aimed at helping teachers de- 
velop better programs, It will be 
under the direction of George Hill- 
ocks, lnstuctor In English at Bowl- 
ing Green. 
Approximately 50 teachers from 
throughout the United States will 
be chosen to participate In the In- 
stitute, which will begin June 17 
and end Aug. 2. To be eligible, 
the teachers must not have a mas- 
ter's degree In English, Mr. Hil- 
locks said. 
Teachers who are department 
chairman or In other supervisory 
posts are encouraged to take part, 
but the group will also Include 
inexperienced  teachers,  he said. 
No Classes Yet 
In Fla. Schools 
MIAMI, FLA. (AP) - At first 
the statewide Florida teacher 
walkout gave Miami's high school 
seniors a welcome chance to get 
In a little surfing and sunbathing. 
But as the walkout began Its second 
week Monday, more than a few 
were worried about their futures. 
"Graduating on time Is a big 
thing," said Tim Christian. 17, 
a senior at Palmetto High School. 
"If I lose credits I would have 
to go another semester." 
Tim missed three days of school 
last week before classes resumed 
for seniors, only, a practice 
com-non In Florida's 67 counties 
since the walkout began. 
Three seniors at Hi ale ah High 
School, obviously bored, watched 
the surfers Sunday at South Beach. 
They said their substitute teachers 
had many shortcomings but they 
had no Intention of walking out, 
as some seniors did last week 
at schools across the state. 
"We are all pretty well In sym- 
pathy with the teachers," said Dave 
Wlllins, 17. "Classes are usually 
too crowded and the books are 
poor." 
"In psychology," he said, "our 
books were copyrighted In 1950. 
That makes them 18 years old. And 
In world history we have a little 
classroom big enough for may- 
be 20 kids but we have 38 Jammed 
Into It." 
"I'm worried about having the 
whole year over," said 15-year- 
old Nicole Barde, a Junior at 
Coral Park High School. "We are 
the battleground. I don't think they 
should  strike on our  time. . ." 
Some parents explored the pos- 
sibility of sending their children 
to relatives In other states, where 
they can go to school. 
No AWS Meeting I 
There will ;« no regular :|: 
AWS Legislative Board meet- $ 
lng today, according toPresl- •'.; 
dent, Ann McCullough. In-:;: 
stead, only freshmen AWSv 
Legislative Board Represen-*: 
tatlves and Executive Board 55 
members will m i e t for a x 
Freshmen Workshop. :•: 
This meeting will be held | 
at 4 today In 20 Shatzel Hall. S 
Ticket Pick-Up 
Pick up for the DePaul game 
Saturday, March 2, will begin Wed- 
nesday with "B" picking up. A 
& B may pick up DePaul tickets 
on Thrusday and Friday (There 
will be no pick up for the DePaul 
game from 9 to 11 a.m. due to the 
sale of NCAA tickets.) 
TEACHERS: The Heintzen Public School 
District, Southgate, Michigan, suburb in 
southern Wayne County, will interview ele- 
memtary and secondary teachers on March 
7th for the 1968-69 school year. Good sala- 
ries and fringe benefits, accessable to U. of 
M., W.S.U., E.M.U. and U. of D. for advanc- 
ed degree work. 
Information at Placement Office. 
Sen. Mansfield: 
Stop The Bombs 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Mike Mansfield,  D-Mont., called 
for a trial suspension In the bombing of North Vietnam as a possible 
peace alternative to escalating the war. 
Mansfield, the Democratic leader, said in a statement that the Uni- 
ted States ought to act on the suggestion of Secretary-General U 
Thant of the United Nations that halting of the bombing would bring 
negotiations. 
The Montana senator argued there are very few significant tar- 
gets left In North Vietnam, that the bombing has not stopped Infil- 
tration of men and supplies Into the south and that the air attacks 
have failed to bring Hanoi to the conference table. He has made 
similar statements In the past 
In another phase of the continuing debate over the Vietnam war, 
President Johnson was pictured a entirely satisfied that American 
vessels In the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin Incidents engaged In no provoca- 
tive actions against the North Vietnamese. 
McNamara said that he Issued orders which withheld retaliatory 
air raids on North Vietnam "until we were damned sure the attack 
had taken place" on U.S. destroyers In the Tonkin Gulf. 
Sen. J. W. Fulbrlght, D-Ark., has said the administration has not 
proved that the destroyers were attacked. He has urged a full-scale 
congressional   debate   on   any   furthsr   U.S.   escalation  In  Vietnam. 
"We feel the course we are on Is better than either a large war 
or abandoning South Vietnam," Rusk said. He added that people 
can disagree on details but said they should come up with genuine 
alternatives. 
'Kitchenettes' Open 
Today marks the opening of the 
first of two "kitchenettes" In the 
two men's residence halls of 
Harshman Quadrangle. These kit- 
chenettes, as Mr. Stephen Mark- 
wood, Anderson residence hall dir- 
ector refers to them, are unique 
to Anderson and Bromfleld Halls. 
Markwood and Mr. Al Solomon, 
residence hall director of Brom- 
fleld, are both optimistic about the 
acceptance of these kitchenettes 
by the residents. 
While Anderson Hall will have 
this new facility open beginning 
today, Bromfleld Hall will open 
next week. Construction be- 
gan first on Anderson Hall. 
These kitchenettes, which 
Include a sink, garbage disposal, 
and two electric burners, were 
built in trunk rooms on the sec- 
ond floor of the respective halls. 
Markwood and Solomon patterned 
this facility after slm'lar type kit- 
chens In use In other universi- 
ties. 
Solomon felt that besides being 
an ideal place for students to 
cook such foods as soup and pop- 
corn, the kitchens will alleviate 
the fire hazard caused by cooking 
In the rooms. Both residence 
hall directors hope to Install more 
such areas If the first two ex- 
perimental kitchens are success- 
ful. 
Installation costs and the price 
of the facilities came to more 
than $500 each. The cost was 
covered, according to Markwood, 
by the maintenance budget of the ' 
two halls. 
TEACH IN NEW HARTFORD, N.Y. ... A pros- 
perous suburb of Utico. . . No ceiling on sala- 
ries. . . Merit pay. . . Fully paid sabaticals. . . 
An innovatice instructional program. . . Excel- 
lent facilities. . . A pupil ratio of 17.3 to 1. . . 
Hunting, fishing, swimming, boating, camping, 
gold and skiing. . . A graduate program nearby. 
A good place to work and live. . . Contact Dr. 
James A. Meyer on March 6th at the Placement 
Office. 
SO WERE 
A CONGLOMERATE 
WHO CARES ! 
There's Still Room at The Top For 
rilEUICTC (Polymer, Physical, Organic, 
inCfVIO I J...    Analytical, Physical-Organic) 
IliriUCIDC (Chemical, Mechanical, Civil, 
tliUlNKIKS...    Industrial, Electrical) 
MATHEMATICIANS... 
PHYSICISTS... 
IUSINESS MAJORS... ttt«2i*+ 
THE GENERAL TIRE 
& RUBBER CO. 
'•A DIVERSIFIED MAJOR" 
INTERVIEWING THURSDAY-MARCH 7 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Faculty Lonesome At Dedication 
The dedication of the Life- 
Sclence Building last Friday had 
Just about everything except stu- 
dents. 
There was an open house and 
guided tours,   but  except tor the 
few student guides, there were 
very few students aroudn. Most 
of the other students In the build- 
ing after four o'clock were work- 
ing as ushers for the ceremonies 
or covering the events for the 
'Key' or the University news ser- 
President   Jerome   speaks at the Life Science Building dedica- 
tion. (Photo by Pot* Host.) 
vice. 
The halls of the new building 
were practically bare during the 
tours except for the few faculty 
nnsmijers o r other educators 
roaming about looking at the ex- 
hibits. 
While President William T. 
Jerome dedicated the mural In 
the main entrance of the Life- 
Science Building, the women of 
McDonald Quadrangle were sit- 
ting down to their evening meal 
across the street, within view 
of the dedication audience. 
President Jerome praised the 
arrangement of Room 112 In the 
building, because it provided for 
an Interaction of students as well 
as the teachers. 
He also related how the faculty 
and architects had come together 
during the planning stage of the 
building and created the effects 
which "said something challen- 
ging, which is our educational 
philosophy." 
People were standing around 
the back of the room as the dedi- 
cation took place, but most of 
them were faculty members. Not 
many of the students the building 
was supposed to be challenging 
were there. 
The only student to speak during 
the ceremony was Clyde M. Simon, 
president of Beta Beta Beta, hon- 
orary fraternity for biology. 
"The students are Impressed 
with   the facilities of the build- 
ing," he said. "The trend Is from 
demonstration to participation. 
The facilities allow research be- 
yond course work. The students' 
favorable attitude will creat a 
stimulating learning experience," 
Simon said. 
Congressman Delbert Latta of 
Bowling Green spoke at the cere- 
mony and was followed by Dr. 
Archie Jones, Dean of the College 
of liberal Arts. 
Dean Jones congratulated the 
faculty of the department of 
biology. "They fought for the build- 
ing, have It now and deserve It." 
he said. 
President Jerome welcomed the 
members of the faculty from the 
College of Education and praised 
them for their Interest in the 
building, not as science teachers, 
but as "teachers of future science 
teachers." 
In conclusion, President Jerome 
said that now "it Is up to the 
students, faculty, to a degree the 
administration, legislators and 
members of the community to 
make the building come alive and 
do the things  it Is capable of." 
STAMP IT! 
IT'S THi RAOi 
REGULAR 
MODEL 
' ANY   S<^5 
3 LINE TEXT   IS 
Iht finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL 
POCKET RUBIED STAMP. Vi" " I". 
S.'iid   rh«vk   or   money   order.    Ba 
Mire to  include your Zip Code.  No 
PMUUM  "r  hnndlinir  charare*.   Add 
»nl«>s tux. 
Prompt rhipment Satilflctlen Guaranteed 
THf  MOPP CO. 
t. 0. Boi 11623 Lwwi Sejuere Statien 
ATLANTA. C».. 30326 
TEACHER CANDIDATES! 
Minimum salary $6,500. Openings: K-6, 
Ment. Ret., Ed. Hand., Reading Spec. - So. 
Calif, by Disneyland & Pacific - Young, 
dynamic,   growing 
CYPRESS SCHOOL DISTRICT 
on campus Monday, March 4. 
« 
Yale Professor 
Honored Here; 
Talks On'To day' 
"Today we  must train a gen- 
eration not only to see the pro- 
blems  which  exist,  but also to 
enjoy artd appreciate our natural 
resources." 
This statement was made by Dr. 
Paul B. Soars, professor emeri- 
tus at Yale University, Friday 
night in the Recital Hall during 
he concluding ceremonies at the 
.lfe Science Building. 
An honorary doctor of science 
degree was presented to Dr. Sears 
by Dr. William B. Jackson, pro- 
fessor of biology, and was con- 
firmed by President William T. 
Jerome in. 
In discussing the development of 
'man leading up to his present 
day situation, Dr. Sears spoke of 
the processes which have made 
t h e earth Inhabitable. These in- 
clude solar energy, the water 
cycle, photosynthesis, and plant 
and animal life and Its self re- 
pair. 
fi Much history Is made by en- 
vlronmental circumstances. 
Where water Is a limiting factor, 
there are bound to be periods of 
wet and dry years. This has led 
to migrations and triggered In- 
vasions, he said. 
"As man developed tools, he 
began to Invade the forest. Man 
'needs the things the forest furn- 
ishes but It has been and will 
continue to be man's rival for 
space," Dr. Sears maintained. 
"Man Is now entering a forest 
of concrete and steel. It Is getting 
hard to find a place where the 
air Is good to breathe and the 
'.vater is good to drink. 
Dr. Sears described today's 
cities as being "great monstro- 
sities." 
"We don't solve today's pro- 
blems by high rise buildings and 
imagining Jobs. Redistribution is 
needed," he said. 
f ^ More efficient use of raw mat- 
erials also was called for by Dr. 
Sears. 
"I don't think the problems of 
our country can be solved by 
high officials. This country Is 
too big. We must resort to com- 
mon sense. Break problems up 
into a size you can handle. Pro- 
' *olems must be solved by the people 
who live with them." 
Today's educators face the chal- 
lenge of training people not only 
to see what Is going on around 
them but to enjoy and appreciate 
their natural resources. 
I "We will have taken a large 
step forward when we have met 
this challenge," he stated. 
Astronomers, 
salesmen,designers, 
programmers,chemists, 
psychologists,writers, 
sociologists,economists, 
metallurgists, artists, 
accountants,physicists, 
mathematicians, 
etc,etc,etc 
That's what 
General Electric 
is made of. 
General Electric is made up of a lot more than just 
engineers — because it takes a lot more than engi- 
neers to tackle the problems we deal with. Like 
helping to unsnarl traffic jams in our cities, fight- 
ing air pollution or finding new ways to provide 
power for underdeveloped nations. It takes sociol- 
ogists, meteorologists, astronomers, writers —in 
fact, it takes people with just about every kind of 
training. But, more than any of this, it takes people 
with nerve, gumption, intellectual curiosity — 
people who care about what happens to the world. 
So it's not only ypur major we're interested in. 
It's you. Why not see our interviewer when he 
comes to campus and find out whether you're the 
kind of person General Electric is made of. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
An equal opportunity employer 
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Debaters Win 
At N. Illinois 
The B-C N.w., Tu.»day, February 27. 1968, 
ft ' 
Apply Now To Study Abroad 
University debaters David V. 
Klumpp and Richard E. Crable 
won the championship round of 
the Invitational Debate Tourna- 
ment at Northern Illinois Univer- 
sity last weekend by defeating a 
team from the University of Min- 
nesota. 
In   the   preliminaries   of   the 
UAA Sponsors 
B6 Imago Panel 
"BG's Image," a discussion 
sponsored by the Undergraduate 
Alumni Association, will hold the 
quarter system, the student role, 
and BGU, itself, up to review, 
tomorrow, at 7:30 p.m. in Found- 
ers' East Lounge. 
Jeff Wltjas, vice-president of 
the student body, will moderate, 
as speakers James Hof, director 
of alumni affairs; Robert Owens, 
assistant to the presldnet; Dr. 
Karl Vogt, assistant to the presi- 
dent; Dr. William Relchert, pro- 
fessor of political science, and 
Joseph Nordstrom, chairman of 
management department, present 
discussions. 
Questions to be raised will In- 
clude: Is loyalty a fallacy at BG? 
Does the student have any real 
feeling for BG? Is the student 
really content with the teaching 
abilities of our professors. 
championship division, BG record- 
ed five wins and one loss. They 
defeated Michigan State Univer- 
sity In the quarterfinals. 
A victory against Midwestern 
College of Iowa In the semifinals 
placed the Bowling Green team 
In competition with the Univer- 
sity of Minnesota In the final 
rounds of debate. 
Although Gene B. George, fresh- 
man In the College of Liberal 
Arts, and Michael R. MunhoUand, 
freshman In the College of Busi- 
ness Administration, were top- 
seated In the Junior division, they 
lost to the University of Iowa 
In the quarterfinals. 
A top-seated team is the one 
which the Judges have predicted 
to win the event. 
In the Ohio State Four-Man- 
Champlonshlp Debate at Capital 
University, Columbus, also held 
this weekend, the affirmative team 
of Wenmouth "BUI" Williams JR 
Junior In the College of Educa-. 
tlon, and William D. Nelsch, fresh- 
man In the College of Liberal 
Arts, accumulated a record of 
two wins and four losses. 
The negative team of Roger 
II. Miller, Junior in the College 
of Liberal Arts, and Charles A. 
Collins, sophomore In the College 
of Liberal Arts, earned four wins 
and two losses in the competition 
won by Ohio State University. 
The BGSU and Ohio University 
language departments are taking 
applications for their Academic 
Year Abroad program. 
The Jointly sponsored program, 
currently In Its first year, has 
approximately 60 students study- 
ing In France and Spain. 
Course   work   abroad  Includes 
language, literature, art, geogra- 
phy, and the history of the coun- 
try In which the student Is study- 
ing. Partlclapants may earn up to 
45 quarter hours of credit. 
Students wishing to apply for 
the program must have completed 
Intermediate French or Spanish. 
They  must have a     grade point 
average of 2.5 In foreign language 
classes and a general point average 
of 2.00. 
Information and applications are 
available at the romance languages 
department, 243 Shatzel. 
Official registration will be held 
on March 19. 
CLA-ZEL NOW thru Tue - Morch 5 
Eve. - 7:20, 9:30 Sat 8. Sun Mat. - 2:30, 4:55 
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATION 
TO AUDREY HEPBURN 
FOR BEST ACTRESS. 
AUDREYI 
HEPBURNl 
ALAN 
ARKIN 
RICHARD 
CRENNA 
WAIT UNTIL 
mmJEFFEM ZIMBALIST, JR. 
<30L"' TECHNJCOIOW FROM WARNER BROS. SEVEN ARTS W 
We fix the same car 
everyday; 
If you want to do something right you can't have 
a lot on your mind. 
We only have Volkswagen on our mind. 
Our mechanics have gone to Volkswagen 
schools, our shelves are filled with Volkswagen 
parts, and our tools are especially made to fix 
Volkswagens. 
So when something goes wrong with your Volks- 
wagen, why take it to other people who fix other 
cars? 
Bring it to us. 
If we've fixed it once, we've fixed it a thousand 
times. 
LOU - LARICHE VOLKSWAGEN 
"Service - Sole*" 
920 Plaza ot Rt. 224 Eost 
(opp. Findloy Shopping Ctr.) 
Findlay, Ohio 
Ph. 422-6424 
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If you don't agree that 
business destroys individuality, 
maybe itrs because you're an 
individual. 
There's certain campus talk that claims 
individuality is dead in the business world. 
That big business is a big brother destroy- 
ing initiative. 
But freedom of thought and action, when 
backed with reason and conviction's cour- 
age, will keep and nurture individuality 
whatever the scene: in the arts, the sciences. 
and in business. 
Scoffers to the contrary, the red corpus- 
cles of individuality pay off. No mistake. 
Encouraging individuality rather than 
suppressing it is policy in a business like 
Western Electric-whcre we make and pro- 
vide things Bell telephone companies need. 
Because communications arc changing fast, 
these needs are great and diverse. 
Being involved with a system that helps 
keep people in touch, lets doctors send car- 
diograms across country for quick analysis, 
helps transmit news instantly, is demand- 
ing. Demanding of individuals. 
If your ambition is strong and your abili- 
ties commensurate, \oull never be truly 
happy wiih the status quo. You'll seek 
ways to change it and-wonderful feeling!- 
some of them will work. 
Could be at Western Electric. 
Western Electric 
I     \ ytevuau 9911 
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Falcons Carry Off MAC Crown 
. By GARY DAVIS 
Assistant Sports Editor 
With the sound of the final buz- 
zer at Anderson Arena Saturday 
night, the championship vigil end- 
ed for Falcon fans. 
It ended likewise for Toledo and 
Marshall fans who have beenwalt- 
tlng for weeks to see the Fal- 
[^cons stumble from the top spot 
the Rockets and Herd were to oc- 
cupy. 
Fifty per cent shooting and the 
same Individual and team efforts 
that spelled victory In nine other 
Mid-American outings carried 
Bowling Green to an 84-63 shel- 
'lacklng of the Ohio University 
Bobcats. 
For the high flying Falcons It 
was their first title since the 
1962-63 season, and the Head Coach 
BUI Fitch a crown In his Ini- 
tial year In the MAC. Fitch Is 
only the third coach In MAC hls- 
l»tory to accomplish the feat. 
Will Bill Fitch look at the stand- 
ings now? 
"Yes," said the happy tutor In 
a post game Interview, "I Just 
looked at them and we're 10-2." 
I guess that m ?ans we won, right 
Bill? 
■ 4 The upset minded Bobcats were 
I • not satisfied with the scrlot writ- 
ten for them by the tltl« hungry 
Falcon fans, and moveo to an 
early 4-0 lead. A patented drive- 
turn  jumper  by Walt Platkowskl 
released some tension, but the 
stubborn visitors remained on top 
until Al Halrston drove the lane 
for a 10-9 lead at 16:37, then ad- 
ded a free throw for a lead the 
Falcons never relinquished. 
"When we saw them get their 
first six points, there wasn't a 
man on our bench who'd have known 
Ohio was In last place," said 
Fitch. 
While the Falcons managed to 
erase the Bobcat lead in less than 
four minutes, edging ahead was a 
real chore. 
"We were definitely not over- 
confident," said Fitch. "Our kids 
were scared to death of an upset 
and we were tight and high, prob- 
ably a little too tight." 
The Falcons rambled to a 42-30 
halftlme lead on some fine shoot- 
ing, but the offense suffered many 
stale moments In the initial half. 
Unable to string together a smooth 
performance, timely steals by Al 
Halrston and Dick Rudgers sent 
the Birds off on the fast break 
and up on the scoreboard. 
Al Dlxon stifled the Bobcat man 
to man defense with three Jumpers 
In the lane, as part of his 14 
point output. 
The torrid pace dribbled off late 
In the half, the Falcons managing 
only two of eleven shots In a four 
m'nute stretch on layups by Carl 
Assenheimer and Halrston.   For- 
' UP  FOR  GRABS -- Dick  R udgers (left)  battles for a rebound. 
(Photo by Pot* Ho»».) 
<-. 
/PiZZA 
FREE 
One 12 oz Pepsi 
with each pizza order 
Monday thru Thursday 
PAGLIAI'S PIZZA 
353-1444 
Free Delivery 
tunately for the Falcons, the Bob- 
cats merely exchanged trips up 
the court. 
"We were standing around on 
offense, I think It was the ten- 
sion," said Fitch about the Fal- 
cons first half performance. 
NCAA signs greeted the Fal- 
cons for the second half and Dlx- 
on and Halrston responded with 
several fine defensive blocked 
shots and the Birds were off and 
running. 
The Falcons climbed to an 18 
point margin at the 9:48 mark 
of the half leaving little doubt of 
their superiority. The Bobcats' 
Junior forward, Gerald McKee, 
wasn't a believer though and 
sprayed the remainder of 29 points 
throughout the second half. He 
Incited a rally that sliced the lead 
to as close as nine points on 
several occasions. 
But no closer. 
Bowling Green, apparently over 
the upset tensions, exploded for 
a bevy of points and the crowd 
relaxed. The score once 63-54 
surged to a 21 point margin of 
victory for the Falcons. 
"They all had their moments," 
said Fitch. "We got sparks from 
them all, a tip in from Joe, a 
hook from Wally, a steal from 
Halrston here..." 
Platkowskl, who finished the 
night with 24 mirkers, notched 
his way Into the fifth spot in all 
time Falcon scoring ahead of Al 
Blanchl. Walt turned play maker 
In the game with his screens and 
well timed passes, yet didn't fin- 
ish the game's top scorer like 
Gerald McKee. But then again, 
who won the game? 
Senior Al Dlxon summed up the 
now finished season best. "In 
other seasons I hoped and thought 
we would win the MAC, but at 
the beginning of this year I Just 
knew It." 
There   were   not   one-but   two 
turning points In the season, ac- 
cording to Bill Fitch. "I'd say 
the first was physically after the 
two games at Marshall (the tour- 
nament) and beating a then good 
Syracuse team, and mentally af- 
ter we went In and cried our 
eyes out after the first Toledo 
loss and came back." 
The Falcons upped their over- 
all record to 17-5 and preserved 
a perfect 9-0 slate In the con- 
fines of Anderson Arena. 
So It's all over Toledo, and 
Marshall, and to any of your cri- 
tics who believe the third best 
team Is in first place, BUI Fitch 
answers. 
"If we are the third best team, 
I'm glad to be coaching it." 
0*1 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
212 SOUTH  MAIN STRICT 
□ OWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402 
Ph. 352-5271 
Banking Centers 
Rossford, Ohio Ph. 693 0785 
Northwood, Ohio Ph. 693 0583 
5% - Paid On Time 
Certificate Of Deposit 
Member F.D.I.C 
Spring is just around 
the corner! 
Seaton Weave — Separate 
Jackets - $13.98 
Cufotte Skirt - $12.98 
Shell- $5.98 
AT THE 
Powder Puff 
'..if.) DnrcinofB ..'.'• I 
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WATCH   IT  - Al Dixon (center, with ball) 
wheels    away    from    a    fcllow-rebounder   after 
taking the ball off the board*. (Photo by Pete 
Hess.) 
Quotes From A Coach 
Not only is Hill Fitch a highly 
successful basketball coach, as the 
past season indicates, but he might 
%v 
also rank with the most quotable 
personalities among MAC skip- 
pers. 
Following Saturday's most-sat- 
isfying of victories, Fitch had 
these things to say, among other 
comments: 
"The first guy that comes up 
to me this summer while I'm 
playing golf and says I'd like 
your job' Is going to get hit with 
my five iron." As an afterthought, 
Fitch added "of course, the way 
I swing a club, he might not have 
to worry about getting hit." 
He also talked about home court 
advantages, an edge of ten points 
some say. 
"I don't believe In court jinxes. 
They're all 90 by 40 and they've 
all got two hoops." 
Will his boys let up now that 
they've won the league champion- 
ship? 
"Just come on down to Mem- 
orial Hall Monday afternoon," 
Fitch said. "Anybody who does 
is going to have a hard time be- 
lieving that we Just clinched the 
MAC." 
Fitch discussed team morale, 
a pre-season question mark for 
the Howling Green squad. 
"These kids have been paying 
the price," he said. "They work- 
ed harder than I thought they 
might. They endured the scream- 
ing, and I can't remember one 
of them bowing his head ... It 
was a pleasant surprise." 
With tournament action still a- 
head, the first year coach ventured 
an opinion on the NCAA break- 
down which pits BG with Marquette 
for that first gam a. 
"We've got a tough draw against 
Marquette. There's pressure In 
the NCAA's, but it's a different 
type of pressure, I'd sav." 
MAC Standings 
Bowling Green 10 2 
Toledo 8 3 
Marshall 8 3 
Miami 4 8 
Western Michigan 5 7 
Kent State 3 8 
OhioU. 2 9 
•«tl. 
IT'S SO EASY - That's what 
Al  Hairston   figures  os  he 
dumps in a loyup shot for two 
points against fl.Ut (rtyotfiltfY 
Jeff D.WoH,)        ■ ■ :*-4 
You need it, 
We rent it 
BEE GEE RENTAL 
LOSE BIG 
FOR ONLY 
$10. 
MONTH 
BEE GEE 
RENTAL 
175 W. POE ROAD 
PH. 352-1604 
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A Rough Road 
To A Crown 
By TOM HIKE 
Sports Editor 
Bill   Fitch   called   It  a  "long  road"  to  the 
MAC   crown,  but  it's doubtful if the first year 
coach   really understands   just how   rough  and 
rugged a journey it was. 
BG's rookie skipper has been here through 
22 games, and 17 of them have been wins. That 
might qualify as a "long road" to some, but 
others who have watched the Falcons In the two 
seasons previous might be able to give lessons 
in patience to latecomlng BG fans. 
With a varsity record of 20-28 to their backs, 
the 1967-68 team headed Into this season with I 
perhaps the sams sort of hesitancy one could ex- 
pect if they were marching toward the gallows. 
An opening loss to Iowa didn't ease the break-In 
period for Fitch. 
Oh, the wins came quickly and in abundance, and it was easy 
to think back to satisfying victories over Toledo, Miami and 
M irshall. Easy to focus attention on the good spots of a good 
year. 
Yet the success story of Bowling Green's basketball team Is 
one that reaches back to the freshman season of the men who 
fashioned a crown from the cinders of two disastrous years. 
Back in 1965-66, Walt Piatkowski and Albert Dlxon were main- 
stays on a team that everyone labeled a certain bet for future 
greatness. 
As a sophomore squad few were will to predict super-success 
that early. "Too green," was the opinion. Eleven and thirteen 
was the record. 
But 1966-67 dawned bright, and in the glow of pre-season 
forecasts that tabbed BG the top gun in the conference arsenal 
came an optimism about campus that perhaps was simply un- 
realistic. 
When a 9-15 was all that could be salvaged of a team miscast 
for stardom, few were content with the situation. Irritated fans 
were expected, but when reports of the team filing petitions 
against the coach filtered out of the athletic dept., Falcon popu- 
larity dipped to an all-time low. 
To this observer, reports of team dissension left an almost 
bitter taste, and feelings of near-sympathy arose when Bill Fitch 
came to take the coaching Job. 
How he—or  anybody—could plan to  win when saddled with a 
team riddled by so many problems was beyond me. 
But Bill Fitch did It. 
He  brought a  team   that wound up fifth of seven a season back 
to   the   championship   this   year.     He  did it by Installing a new 
system,  new  methods,   and perhaps most Important, new pride. 
That's the full stor^ on the Mld-Amerlcan Champions of 1967- 
68.      It   wasn't   a   title won through   twelve conference games. 
It took three vears. 
PHI MU'S e 
SAY: 
Our new pledges 
are the greatest! f 
CONGRATULATIONS 
FALCONS 
WTTO radio first in sports 
salutes the Bowling Green Falcons 
oi their Mid America Conference 
CHAMPIONSHIP. 
WTTO radio & Don King are 
proud to be the BGSU 
Sports voice 
in the Toledo area. 
dial 1520 dial 1520 dial 1520 
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' Bruce Blyth Picked MVP 
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Hockey Squad Sweeps Tourney 
•' 
By GREG VARLEY 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Take a team of well balanced Canadians and Americans, give them 
some good coaching and sit back to watch the results. 
Both Oberlln and Ohio State had the opportunity and saw their re- 
cords go up with smoke as they found the Falcons hard to match at 
the Oberlln Invitational tournament. 
Bruce Blyth, In one of his first games for Bowling Green won the 
most Valuable Player Trophy for offense as he almost personally 
beat the Buckeyes. 
Blyth scored three goals In the first period and had an assist as 
the Falcons jumped to a 4-0 lead over OSU. 
Bruce Edgar scored the other goal and assisted on two others, 
Eric Preston, another member, got two assists also. 
The second period was one for the oldtlmers as they too got into 
the act of beating the Buckeyes. 
John Alkin, Rick Allen and Ken Stamm, with assists from Pete 
Glilnsoni and Rob Dermody scored the next three and BG picked 
up a 7-0 lead. 
The Bucks scored four times In the third period but the damage 
of the first two periods was already too much to overcome. 
The second game was antl-cllmatlc as the Falcons rolled over 
the Oberlln Yeomen 11-1. 
Oberlln, one of the teams to play In the Mid-West Hockey Associa- 
tion playoffs this weekend, again found things tough - Just as they 
did the first time the teams met. 
Jack Hoogeveen opened the scoring with an assist from Stamm. 
Pete Glllnson got the first of his two goals as P.J. Nyltray and Jack 
Reaume helped out. 
Dermody got the last goal of the period with another assist from 
Stamm but things were already out of range for the Yoeman. 
Glllnson came back to open the scoring in the second frameas 
Allen assisted. 
Three new players combined for the Falcons fifth of the game as 
Edgar scored with assists from Blyth and Preston. Seth Patton 
ended the second period scoring with his third goal of the year as 
Stamm and Bill Konlewlch helped. 
The third period was a joke, the Birds scored five goals and set 
a tournament record doing it. One of seven they broke for the two 
games. 
Preston, Blyth, Dermody scored singles and Alkin chipped in 
two as the Birds raised their record to 15-4-2. 
Tourney teams had their share of Falcons on them as Bowling 
Green placed Reaume, Blyth and Preston on the first squad and 
Allen on the second. 
One of the most unfortunate aspects of the games was that goalies 
Norm Thwaites and Jon Booth didn't get much of a workout and still 
managed to set a record for least goals given up In the two game 
tournamsnt. 
So now the Falcons have to prepare for the last three games of 
their season, two of them this weekend against the top members of 
the MOHA. 
Toledo, Oberlln and the weekend winner of the Case-Dayton game 
will be in for the two game playoffs this Saturday and Sunday. 
A win in the playoffs is one thing that the Falcons really want 
since they have never won the tournament. The odds look good In 
their favor. 
Redskins Trim Swimmers 
In Oxford Waters, 66-38 
■■ 
By DAVE EGBERT 
Sportswrlter 
It's  a long trip to  the  moon. 
As far as BG's swimmers are 
concerned though, It's even farther 
from Miami University to Bowl- 
ing Green after you've just lost 
a crucial meet to the Redskins, 
66-38. 
The Birds were migrating south 
Saturday to a warmer climate 
when they ran into the North Pole 
at Oxford and were brought down 
to earth by a Miami Redskin Bliz- 
zard. 
One of the few bright spots for 
BG was Falcon sophomore Bill 
Zeeb, who came through with fly- 
ing colors, setting new varsity 
pool records in the 500-yard and 
1000-yard freestyle events. 
In the 500-yard freestyle, Zeeb 
was clocked at 5:03.7 while he 
turned in a time of 10:53.9 In the 
1000 yard freestyle. 
Both records trimmed time off 
marks that Zeeb had set earlier 
in 1968. 
Tom Nlenhuls also picked up 
a first place finish when he out- 
swam the field in the 200-yard 
backstroke   with  a 2:08.9  mark. 
BG's final Individual victory of 
the meet went to Mike Schoenhals 
with a 2:26.7 time in the 200- 
yard breaststroke. 
The Falcons would have been 
happy if the Redskins would have 
lost themselves in the city dump 
during the competition, but if they 
did, then Miami surely lined up 
a tough bunch of garbage cans 
to take their place. 
Second    place • finishes were 
! racked up by Dick lfubbard In (he' 
100-7&td'£n"d 200-ya'fd freeslyTes," 
while diver Ron Zwierleln and 
200-yard Individual medlay swim- 
mer Larry Watson also finished 
in the runner up spot 
Miami's Bob Shaw could have 
been mistaken for a hydroplane 
the way he shot through the water. 
BG's chief tormentor took the 
Falcons for several rides as he 
won the 50-yard and 100-yard free- 
styles and was also a member 
of the winning 400-yard freestyle 
relay team. 
The loss, first in MAC com- 
petition, leveled the Falcon's re- 
cord to 7-3 while Miami was 
successful for the eighth time 
In nine attempts. 
Miami took the cake with their 
victory over the Falcons, but with 
the MAC championships coming 
up March 7-9, BG will have a 
say in whether or not they get 
to eat it too. 
OUTNUMBERED- Bowling Green hockey cen- 
ter Rick Allen (in dork jersey) is forced to con- 
tend  with  three  opponents  in  an early season 
meeting with the University ok Toledo. Over 
the past weekend, Allen scored a goal and had 
one assist. Photo by Tim Culek. 
Biff Fifch Enters Elite Crew 
In piloting the Bowling Green 
Falcons to a cage championship 
in his first season at their helm, 
Head Coach B1U Fitch joins a 
very select circle of rookies to 
accomplish the feat. 
Fitch   joins   D'.ck  Shrlder and 
Tickets On Sale 
Tickets for Bowling Green State 
University's NCAA Tournament 
game which will be held March 
9 at Kent, Ohio, will go on sale 
for Bowling Green students be- 
ginning at 9 a.m., Thrusday, at 
the Athletic Ticket Office In Mem- 
orial Hall. The following policies 
will cover the sale of these tick- 
ets. 
1. Tickets can only be purchased 
by Bowling Green students. 
2. A student must have cou- 
pon #16 to purchase a ticket. Void 
if detached. 
3. Only one ticket will be Issued 
per student (Students wishing to 
sit together mist pick up tickets 
together). 
4. Tickets will be sold on a 
first come, first served basis. 
Price of tickets Is $3. 
Bowling Green expects to 
receive about 1,000 tickets — 700 
of these will be sold to students 
and 300 to Bowling Green season 
ticket holders. 
Hill Rohr both who coached Mi- 
ami to conference crowns in their 
first seasons as head coach. 
Shrlder Is now the athletic dir- 
ector at Miami University and Rohr 
the athletic director at Ohio Uni- 
versity. 
Fitch coached the Falcons to a 
fine 10-2 record In the Mid-Amer- 
ican competition, and sports a fine 
17-5 overall slate, having added 
wins over such notable non confer- 
ence foes as Syracuse, St. Jo- 
seph's and Niagara. 
Fitch also saw the Falcons break 
a lengthy win streak by the rival 
Toledo Rockets. 
Personal Posters 
18" x 24" 
Send any B. & W. or color photo- 
graph, negative, collage, draw- 
ing,  or   snapshot.   Only  3.75  plus 
25 handling.  All  posters B.  & W. 
!    wit.    delivery.    Include   school 
Psychedelic   Photo Co. 
P.O. Box  3071 
St. Louis, Mo.    63130 
A HAPPENING AT 
BOWLING GREEN! 
DANCE TO THE SOUNDS OF THE 
MUSIC EXPLOSION 
MARCH 8 
TICKETS GO ON SAIE TOMORROW 
- SPONSORED BY THE FR0SH - 
CONGRATULATIONS 
COACH FITCH 
AND 
THE TEAM 
MAC CHAMPS 
*    *    * 
THE JUNIOR CLASS 
Pag* 16 ~" 
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f> BILL FITCH BG BASKETBALL COACH 
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